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The scope of the Journal of Writing in Creative Practice
Welcome to the official organ of Writing-PAD (Writing Purposefully in Art and Design), a

Network founded six years ago (http://www.writing-pad.ac.uk). This Journal is designed to help

it foster new relations, to strengthen existing ones, and to offer a new space in which received

models of writing in creative practice can be explored and surpassed. By questioning the pur-

poses of writing in creative practice we invite a rich variety of aims and approaches and styles.

Hence, where some Journal issues are likely to be characterised by images, rather than words,

others may adopt a strongly practice-oriented, philosophical, critical, or even fiction-based

approach. Whether you are a lone practitioner, a theorist, or a conference organizer wishing to

guest-edit a special edition, make us an offer. Ultimately, we are interested in all writing that func-

tions ‘as’, or that operates ‘for’, or ‘in’ practice, whether this practice is art, craft, designing, or

performance. This raises issues of procedure. This first issue is the result of a traditional double-

blind reviewing system. As academics, we are accustomed to an individual-centred assessment

system designed to monitor and uphold ‘standards’, rather than help us to co-create a better

world. We welcome good writers, but we also wish to support practitioners whose quality of

thought surpasses their current skills as authors. In the future, in order to achieve both aims, we

may replace blind reviewers with a network of co-authors. Please let us know what you think.
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Our Remit
The Journal of Writing in Creative Practice is
a creative and academic journal which
aims to give art and design practitioners,
studio staff, scholars, theoreticians,
development and support tutors, learning
and teaching coordinators and students
an arena in which to explore and develop
the notion of ‘thinking through writing’
as a parallel to visual discourse in art and
design practice. The journal aims to
promote theories of writing in creative
studio practice.

Writing as/for/in art
Writing as/for/in craft
Writing as/for/in designing
Writing as/for/in performance
Writing, ethics and practice 

1. Research articles will be evaluated by
double-blind peer review. However, the
Editors reserve the right to suggest
that the writer work collaboratively.

Research articles should:
• contain original research or 

scholarship
• not be under consideration by any

other publication
• be written in a clear and readable

style
• conform to the instructions outlined

below

Visual texts are encouraged.

Format of submitted articles
Submissions should be sent as an
attachment to an e-mail message to the
Editors at writingpadjournal@google
mail.com. We require two copies of your
article: one should be anonymized, and
contain an abstract and up to six key
words. This is to retain anonymity during
peer review. The second should contain:

• correct Harvard system references
(see below for details) 

• author name and institutional
affiliation

• abstract (Max 150 words) in English
• author biography (approx. 50–100

words) in English
• a list of works cited containing only

works cited in the article
• a word count of the entire document

including works cited in the header of
the document

The article cannot be sent to the publishers
unless the above criteria have been met. 

Major Papers
• Full-length articles are normally

expected to be around 5000 to 7000
words.

• Suitable submissions should be
relevant to the Writing-PAD
network’s general domain of interest.

• It is always risky for editors to specify
what they think they want. We try to
remain open-minded.

• We are seeking colourful, passionate,
and well-reasoned articles.

Articles
• Would-be contributors may send

shorter, well presented submissions.
• Normally, these should also be

congruent with the journal’s themes
and objectives, e.g. summaries of
important ideas, descriptions of
experimental activities, work in
progress, or research findings.

• They would normally be around
2000 to 5000 words in length.

Reviews
• Reviews of appropriate conferences,

books, or exhibitions, etc. are also
welcome.

• They would normally be 500 words
to 2000 words in length.

Language
• Articles must be written in English.
• We encourage the inclusion of

neologisms and non-English words;
however, they should be adequately
translated and contextualized. 

Images
• Images should be entitled ‘Figure’, be

numbered consecutively, and be
clearly legible. 

• They should be submitted separately
from the text. 

• Images should not be embedded into
another document: send them as
individual files.

• They should be e-mailed, or sent on CD-
ROM, as high-quality TIFF or JPG files.

• The source must be indicated below
each in the original document. 

• We always encourage authors to
submit high-quality images to
accompany textual contribution.
However, these should be developed
as an integral and complementary
part of the submission.

• Some authors may like to submit
visual essays consisting predomi-
nantly of images with captions.

• Please ensure that you have
ownership, or have obtained copyright
clearance for any image submitted.

• You may send coloured images
(although the Journal is currently in
black and white) 

Referees
• Articles will normally be selected and

refereed by members of the Editorial
Board.

• All articles for presentation will be
subject to double-blind review by at
least two referees.

• All referees are instructed to be open-
minded and constructive in their
response. However, the journal reserves
the right to decline submissions that do
not meet with its standards of quality.

• The Journal also reserves the right
to decline submissions it does not
find relevant to its editorial agenda.

Criteria
Referees will ask the following questions
when assessing submissions:

• How relevant is this submission to the
aims and ethos of the journal?

• How well does it support the purposeful
practice of writing in art and design?

• How original and thorough are the
research and/or findings of this
submission?

• How clear, well presented and
accessible to non-specialists is this
submission?

• How interesting, appealing and
inventive is this submission?

• If employed, are case studies
presented within a suitably self-
reflexive, or critical framework? 

Style
• Please use the Harvard referencing

style.
• Use double spacing, 1.5 cm. margins,

12 point Arial or Verdana font, and
paginate consecutively.

• Justify text only on the left margin
(not both left and right).

Structure
Please arrange your article in the
following order:

• Author(s) name(s)
• Title
• Institution (please put contact details

on a separate page)
• Abstract
• Up to six keywords
• Main text
• Acknowledgements
• Appendices
• References
• Tables

NB: Figures and illustrations, together
with their accompanying captions,
should be presented in a separate file, not
in the text itself. 

Comprehensive guidance
Any matters concerning the format and
presentation of articles not covered by the
following notes should be addressed to
the Editors.

Please comply with the following 
standards
• The following Notes for Contributors

(see below) take precedence, especially
in the case of bibliographical references.

Notes for Contributors
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• If contributors do not present their
text in accordance with to the
following guidelines, the Editors may
return it for amendment. 

General Checklist:
• All submissions to the journal should

be in English.
• Submit the article as an e-mail

attachment in Word 6 or in Rich Text
Format.

• Do not send files in WordPerfect, Text
files (i.e. with the suffixes ‘.wpf ’ or
‘.txt’) or as a PDF.

• Do not send your article pasted into
an e-mail message.

• Please avoid using Word’s 
‘Style Gallery’.

• Send the article in a finished written-up
state. We cannot offer stylistic or
literary advice on undeveloped drafts.

• Observe word counts as stated above.
• Submit a biography of between 50

and 100 words, for inclusion in the
journal issue.

• The abstract will go onto the Intellect
website; place these items at the
beginning of your file, with the titles
‘Abstract’ and ‘Biography’.

• Make sure we have both an e-mail
address and a telephone number so
that we can contact you at the
editing stage.

• We expect to do most of our business
with you by e-mail, but it may be
necessary to phone you at the last
minute because of urgent editing issues.

Presentation
• Your title should be in bold at the

beginning of the file, without inverted
commas.

• The text, including the notes, should
be in Arial or Verdana 12 point.

• The text, including the notes, must be
double-spaced.

• The text should have ample margins
for annotation by the editorial team.

• You may send the text justified only
on the left margin.

• You may, if you wish, break up your
text with sub-titles.

• These must be in ordinary text, not
‘all caps’.

Quotations
• Unless agreed by the Editors,

quotations should normally be in
English.

• Quotations must be enclosed within
single inverted commas.

• Material quoted within cited text
should be in double inverted
commas.

• Quotations must be within the body of
the text unless they exceed approxi-
mately four lines of your text.

• If they exceed four lines of your text,
they should be separated from the
body of the text and indented.

• Omitted material should be signalled
thus: [...].

• Note that there are no spaces
between the suspension points.

• Avoid breaking up quotations with
an insertion, for example: ‘This
approach to mise-en-scène’, says
MacPherson, ‘is not sufficiently
elaborated’ (MacPherson 1998: 33).

References
• Please check that ALL images and

quotations are fully referenced before
sending your article to us – this is
particularly crucial for the website
references (see below).

• Only include bibliographical
references if there is a direct
quotation from the text, or a direct
allusion to the text concerned.

• In other words, references should not
include ‘interesting material which
readers might like to know about’.

• We use the Harvard system for
bibliographical references.

• This means that all quotations must
be followed by the name of the
author, the date of the publication,
and the pagination, thus: (Kaes 1992:
15).

• PLEASE DO NOT use ‘(ibid.)’.
• Note that the punctuation should

always FOLLOW the reference within
brackets if a quotation is within the
text, but BEFORE the reference in
brackets if a quotation is indented.

• Your references refer the reader to a
bibliography at the end of the article,
before the endnotes.

• The heading for the bibliography
should be ‘References’. 

• List the items alphabetically.

In particular...
• Please do not use an author’s first

name.
• Do not use ‘Anon.’ for items for which

you do not have an author (because

all items must be referenced with an
author within the text).

• Put the year date of publication in
brackets.

• Use commas, not full stops, between
parts of item.

• Do not use ‘in’ after the title of a
chapter within a monograph, but
please use ‘in’ after chapters in edited
volumes.

• Insert the name of translator of a
book within brackets after title and
preceded by ‘trans.’, not ‘transl.’ or
‘translated by’.

• Do not use ‘no.’ for the journal
number.

• Place a colon and space between
journal volume and issue number.

• Insert ‘p.’ or ‘pp.’ before page extents. 

Web references
• These are no different from other

references.
• They must have an author, and that

author must be referenced Harvard-
style within the text.

• Unlike paper references, however, web
pages can change, so we need a date
of access as well as the full web
reference.

• In the list of references at the end of
your article, the item should read
something like this: 

Bowcott, O. (2005), ‘Protests halt online
auction to shoot stag’, The Guardian Online,
18 October.
<http://www.guardian.co.uk/animalrights/
story/0,,1594716,00.html>
Accessed 7 Feb 2006.

• If in doubt as to how to reference
material on a web page, please contact
the Editors. 

Notes
• Use as few notes as possible as they

can divert the reader’s attention away
from your argument.

• If you do think a note is necessary,
make it is as brief and germane as
possible.

• Use Word’s note-making facility,
ensuring that your notes are endnotes,
not footnotes.

• Place note calls outside the punctua-
tion, so AFTER the comma or the full
stop.

• The note call must be in superscripted
Arabic (1, 2, 3), NOT Roman (i, ii, iii).

Any matters concerning the format and presentation of articles not covered by the above notes should be addressed to the Editor.
The guidance on this page is by no means comprehensive: it must be read in conjunction with Intellect Notes for Contributors.
These notes can be referred to by contributors to any of Intellect’s journals, and so are, in turn, not sufficient; contributors will also
need to refer to the guidance such as this given for each specific journal. Intellect Notes for Contributors is obtainable from
www.intellectbooks.com/journals, or on request from the Editor of this journal. 
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Journal of Writing in Creative Practice Volume 1 Number 2 © 2008 Intellect Ltd

Editorial. English language. doi: 10.1386/jwcp.1.2.113/2

Editorial
Julia Lockheart and John Wood Goldsmiths, 

University of London

Welcome to the second issue of the Journal of Writing in Creative Practice
(JWCP), the official organ of the Writing Purposefully in Art and Design
(Writing-PAD) Network. As many readers know, we launched Writing-PAD
because art and design (A&D) students need to write for, within, or alongside
their practices yet they were seldom taught to declare, or to question the deep
purpose of their writing task. Arguably, the ‘P’ (i.e. the question of purpose)
has never been more important than in the early twenty-first century. In a
wasteful, style-driven world, unquestioned actions can erode meaning and
meaningless habits may lead to calamity, or even to extinction. Questioning
the purpose of things is, therefore, a prudent way to remind ourselves who we
are, and what we are doing here. On another level, Writing-PAD is simply a
connector of people. It is a forum for debate, whether you prefer gazing at the
stars, or discussing the latest crazes and fads, in our respective disciplines. 

A high proportion of the articles in the first three issues of volume one,
therefore, focus on the variety and scope of suitable writing models for
artists and designers. In this issue we have brought together articles on
the following aspects of writing in creative practice and we hope that they
will inspire further debate: -

Writing as/for/in art

Writing as/for/in craft

Writing as/for/in designing

Writing as/for/in performance

and Writing, ethics and practice.

We are still eager to receive interesting, lively articles on the above themes.
The geographical, institutional and cultural themes of future issues are
listed at the end of this editorial.

When the Writing-PAD Network began we were advised to have a jiscmail
list, so we created one and asked our partner institutions to join. Our initial
experiences were frustrating. We had assumed that shared passions would
be enough to fuel continued discussions. However, so far, our jiscmail has
mainly been used as a vehicle, though a vital one, for announcements and
updates. (You are welcome to join, and to use it too: writing-pad@ jiscmail.
ac.uk). It is ironic that a network, which aims to promote writing, finds it
more effective to use the telephone or, even better, to meet at one of the
many events inspired by Writing-PAD. It would seem that most of us don’t
actually like writing down our inchoate thoughts for a group, albeit of
like-minded people, to read. 

113JWCP 1 (2) pp. 113–116 © Intellect Ltd 2008
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The initial stirrings of Writing-PAD began with a provocative paper
presented by John Wood at a conference – ‘New Kinds of Writing in the
Academy: English for Specific and Academic Purposes (ESAP) in the
Humanities, Performing Arts and Social Sciences’, organized by Joan
Turner, Head of the Language Studies Centre at Goldsmiths, University of
London, in February, 2000. John’s paper ‘2D Writing for 4D Reading’ was
later revised and published as, The Culture of Academic Rigour: Does Design
Research Really Need it? (The Design Journal, 3:1, pp. 44–57, published by
Ashgate Publishing, Aldershot, UK, ISSN 1460-6925). This paper in The
Design Journal inspired Maziar Raein and Julia Lockheart, who were
running the Context course on the Bachelor of Arts (Honours) Graphic
Design course at Central Saint Martins College of Art and Design (CSM),
University of the Arts London (UAL). Julia subsequently moved to Goldsmiths,
University of London and began working as Lecturer in Student Learning
Support with an emphasis on Academic Literacy for A&D students from
BA to Ph.D. level, especially those with visual spatial strengths (dyslexia),
mature and non-native speakers of English. As such Julia taught on John’s
Design Futures Masters of Art course and this is where the collaboration
between the current Editors of the JWCP began. 

Though Julia and John instigated the Writing-PAD Project from
Goldsmiths, University of London, other colleagues, and their institutions,
Maziar Raein, then at CSM, UAL, and Harriet Edwards from the Royal College
of Art (RCA) became consortium team members, the latter having coinci-
dentally presented with Janis Jefferies on autographic writings and the
multi-modal at the 2000 conference mentioned above. Before long, short
discussion papers were being exchanged by both studio, theory and writ-
ing-support lecturers from across the A&D Higher Education (HE) sector.
We now have ten thought-provoking discussion papers, all of which can
be downloaded, free of charge, from our website (www.writing-pad.ac.uk).
These have proved to be catalytic to discussion. Indeed, most of the e-mails
we receive are from people who have downloaded discussion papers and
case studies from the Writing PAD website. 

In 2002 we received an initial £250k grant from HEFCE after a bid,
hosted by Goldsmiths, University of London, with the RCA and CSM. During
the six years of the project Writing-PAD representatives have visited
most of the institutions in the current network. So far, we have held six
Writing-PAD conferences and symposia, given numerous papers at many
related conferences, and facilitated staff development workshops with many
more, less formal, show and tell discussions that have stimulated new
ideas about writing. These are recorded and archived on the website along-
side the case studies sent in by other members. On occasion, their written
outcomes have served to catalyse institutional change, even in the absence
of Writing-PAD representatives.

The articles in this, the second issue of volume one, indicate our grow-
ing confidence and heterogeneity as a community. Not all contributions
are from Writing-PAD members. Some articles were chosen because of
their practical use in developing better practices for artists and designers
while others were chosen for their focus on the tactical thinking that is
implicit in writing. Andrea Holland’s article on collaboration (in ‘The
Good Collusion Defeats the Lone Ranger’, pp. 117–121) values the difficult,

114 Julia Lockheart and John Wood
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and often uncomfortable, process of writing with others. Here, her own
practice, and that of others she has observed, is used to make her conclu-
sions. Peter Spring’s article on theory, ‘Adaptive Assembly’ (pp. 123–132),
also addresses the practical processes of collective writing, although his
approach derives from deep reflections on, and practical experiments with,
evolutionary theory, rather than from case studies. Further, Mary Ann
Francis highlights a collaboration of sorts with a philosopher, ‘In The Café
Flaubert’ (pp. 133–149). Here her own creative practice changes drasti-
cally through this meeting. The style and beauty of this dialogue is also an
exemplar for how some artists and designers might like to conduct their
writing. 

In ‘The Relevance of Academic Writing in Design Education: Academic
Writing as a Tool for Structuring Reasons’ (pp. 151–160), Cecilia Häggström
looks at issues arising from the use of written design reports within
Swedish A&D education. She addresses a new role for academic writing
that can help designers to reach more purposeful design solutions. She is
currently piloting this with her students and we hope to follow this up
with her students’ feedback in a future issue of JWCP. The text-based
aspect of fine art practice is demonstrated in the article by Duncan White,
on Robert Smithson. In ‘Unnatural Fact: The Fictions of Robert Smithson’
(pp. 161–175), he shows how Smithson’s work exists in the correspon-
dence between writing and fact. In particular, Duncan makes literary links
to the work of Lewis Carroll, Edgar Allan Poe, Vladimir Nabakov and
Antonin Artaud.

Stylistically, these articles reflect a mixture of gravitas, spontaneity, and
topicality. Where some reflect many weeks, months, or even years of metic-
ulous redrafting, others arrive as topical responses to issues of shared con-
cern. For example, Clive Dilnot’s article on ‘The Critical in Design (Part 1)’
(pp. 177–193), emerged from a recent jiscmail debate (on the ‘Ph.D.’ list of
the Design Research Society). Here, Clive argues that a component of crit-
icality within design practice is essential for revealing more ethical, self-
reflective modes of practice. There will be two parts to Clive’s piece. We
hope to publish part two in a later issue. 

We are pleased that the first issue of Volume 1 prompted such a posi-
tive response and we would like to thank everyone who contacted us with
their views. In our first editorial, we announced the institutional founders
of the JWCP. In this issue we can add the RCA, who have now formally
endorsed their role as a founder member.

Earlier, we mentioned the regular events hosted by the Writing-PAD
Network. We will use JWCP to support this tradition. Thus the first issue of
volume two will be guest edited by Susan Orr and Claire Hinds. This issue
will accompany their symposium at York St John University (our Northern
Dissemination Centre) called, ‘Writing Encounters within Performance and
Pedagogical Practice’. Further details of this event including the call for
papers and web address are on our website. 

To highlight the work of all of our dissemination centres, this event will
be followed by further conferences and symposia to accompany volumes
two and three. Details will follow in our next editorial, however, here is
a likely outline: our Scotland Centre, at Edinburgh College of Art, will host
an event (deadline for full papers will be May 09). The journal will be

115Editorial
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guest edited by Neil Mulholland and will focus on writing for A&D in
Scotland. Next will be an event and journal focusing on writing matters in
Wales. Our Wales Centre, Swansea Metropolitan University, will host this
(deadline for full papers will be September 09), and the journal will be guest
edited by Jo Walter. The next will come from KiHO (Kunsthøgskolen i Oslo)
(deadline for full papers is November 09). This event will focus on writing
in A&D in Scandinavia and the accompanying journal will be guest edited
by Maziar Raein. We also hope that our Ireland Centre will host an event
and issue of the journal but this is to be confirmed. We are gradually gaining
international Writing-PAD centres; if your institution would be interested
in becoming a new regional centre, and/or hosting an event to accompany
an edition of the JWCP, please let us know. 

We hope you will enjoy this second issue of the Journal of Writing in
Creative Practice, and that you will be encouraged to help us flourish by
sending us your abstracts and suggestions. We are excited by the way
things are unfolding, and we look forward to subsequent issues that will
bring to light other important concerns. For example, there is growing
interest in the performative, and the somatic aspects of writing. Related to
this, perhaps, is the perennial, and vexed question of what Jane Graves,
in her article in the first issue of the Journal of Writing in Creative Practice,
(pp. 13–18) calls the ‘dyslexic learning styles’. Who would not want to be
part of such an important and appealing dialogue?

116 Julia Lockheart and John Wood
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Article. English language. doi: 10.1386/jwcp.1.2.117/1

The good collusion defeats the 
Lone Ranger
Andrea Holland Norwich School of Art & Design

Abstract
We all collaborate from birth, in learning language for instance, in learning to
play, and, of course, as writers. This paper discusses collaborative practice, how
creative writers work with each other, including composite authorship as collabo-
ration, as well as collaborative projects with visual and/or sound artists to generate
material outside of conventional forms. Various questions are explored; what
issues emerge in creative collaboration, especially cross-arts? How might one’s
voice, or aesthetics, affect creative text? How might this kind of creativity be a
social process?

I will utilize examples from my own writing (mostly poetry) with visual/sound
artists (e.g. short films) and from established collaborative partnerships. The paper
addresses the concept and practicalities of collaboration, the issues and processes,
and gives a brief discussion of theoretical ideas around these issues.

Collaboration is everywhere. It is fundamental not just to human creativity,
in all genres, but also to individual and social development. I would say
the first barely noticed and yet truly remarkable collaboration between
humans takes place when, as the Russian developmental theorist Lev
Vygotsky notes, we see children ‘entering and enquiring the forms of, and
participating in, the speech community’ (Vygotsky 1986: 34–35). Of course
the parent leads and the child copies/retorts initially, but very quickly
parents respond to and acquire their child’s babble. For instance, with my
second son I spent six months signing off e-mails and texts to his father
with the phrase ‘Garly Larly’: our boy’s first words. We three had collaborated
in the acquisition of language and expression and though our son is learning
new words all the time from various sources, ‘The Garly Larly Vocal Project’
was a significant synthesis of language which lasted six months but will
have a private resonance for our lifetime, as might a poem constructed by/
between lovers.

Parental response to the child’s entry into language may not have
social or cultural ‘value’ (though it has been studied, of course), but it is a
collaboration with significant process and outcomes during which bonds
are developed and language acquired; it fulfils the Vygotskian theme
furthered by David Henry Feldman who suggested that working together
productively towards shared goals is a human activity unique and valu-
able in its contributions to individual and social well-being. And we do it
all the time.
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Although the parent/child ‘vocal project’ includes a plurality of ‘speakers’,
to some it may seem a stretch to suggest such inadvertent play with lan-
guage is collaborative. I would argue that it is, not least because of two
points: firstly, as with conventional collaboration, there is an intention and
outcome, with sustained communication and secondly, multiple voices
operating outside pure conversation (or debate) may be considered collab-
orative – collectively purposeful. Indeed, in other creative projects polyphonic
elements may be seen to have cultural or artistic value depending on the
purpose of the project. And I would say multiple authorship (i.e. the written
word, collaborative texts, including those of TS Eliot/Pound, e.g. The Wasteland,
1922) is perhaps not much different from multiple voices (spoken word,
e.g. theatre, performance). Certainly performance art is recognizably ‘art’
alongside conceptual art, just as performance poetry is recognizably poetry
alongside printed poetry. 

In Multiple Authorship and the Myth of Solitary Genius, John Stillinger
claims that ‘multiple authorship – the collaborative authorship of writings
that we routinely consider the work of a single author – is quite common, and
that instances…can be found virtually anywhere we care to look in English
and American literature of the last two centuries’ (Stillinger 1991: 22). He
cites significant examples from famous texts, such as The Wasteland (1922)
and John Stuart Mills’ Autobiography (1873). This supports the notion that
collaboration is everywhere if we look for it and are open to acknowledg-
ing poly-ownership of texts: something Stillinger claims critics and acade-
mics resist. He says: ‘The myth of single authorship enters into the critical
analysis of this obvious collaboration: The Wasteland, if it were perceived to
be a jointly authored poem, would inevitably become a lesser work than it
is now taken to be’ (Stillinger 1991: 138). It seems that, although authors
and artists are often happy to credit their collaborators, critics and schol-
ars resist multiplicity of authorship; even though it occurs with great fre-
quency, it confounds theorists’ almost universal concern with author and
authorship as single entities (Stillinger 1991: 22). I am tempted to specu-
late on the reasons why the preference for single authorship dominates;
I will say only that ego must surely play a part, after all, would these crit-
ics claim their own writing is never discussed with, shown to or added to
by partners/colleagues/friends? I have certainly shared this paper with two
peers, one of whom reminded me of an example I knew little of and proved
to be worth researching. Plus, the resistance to multiple or composite
authorship may have historicity because modern Western culture is so
focused on the individual, on free will, on solitary achievements and the idea
of one authority on a subject. And collaboration is about sharing, and, to
some degree, about surrender. The Lone Ranger doesn’t like Surrender.

One well-respected author, who might agree with Stillinger and me
about the extent of collaborative practice (acknowledged and inadvertent),
has written extensively about the concept, process and outcome of collab-
oration: Vera John-Steiner considers thinking and creativity a social process.
Individual identity, she argues, is a synthesis of the qualities of multiple
role models and influences. Collaboration contributes to vitality by supp-
orting the ongoing development of a ‘changing self ’ (John-Steiner 2000).
That creativity may be seen as a social process could be a slightly contentious
claim; indeed arguments have been made for one individual’s ability to
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think and create effectively in sustained isolation (consider Thoreau, or
Wittgenstein perhaps). However, I think it is true that we live in an age
where, as isolated and even alienated as many feel, with a lack of community
at the heart of so much unhappiness in contemporary Western society,
never before has there been such a profound and sustained engagement
with the notion of collaboration in the arts, especially working cross-arts
(with the possibility of thinking as a social process). 

It’s true, of course, that there are historical precedents for creative
collaborations, most familiarly, perhaps, in Pre-Raphaelite painting and
poetry – popular enough to sell in postcard form the world over, favoured
also in undergraduate English courses on Romanticism and/or late
nineteenth-century poetry. But the late twentieth into the twenty-first
century has seen creative collaboration develop in a range of contexts,
though it continues to be the inevitable outcome of two or more artists/
creative people deciding to share ideas and practice. 

Some diverse examples include the Bauhaus and Bloomsbury groups
in the first part of the twentieth century; the collaboration between
Picasso and Braque that led to the development of Cubism as an art form;
the Black Mountain college experiment mid-century; Frank O’Hara and
Larry Rivers in the 1960s; the Fluxus collective; Gilbert and George post
1960s and Cornford and Cross today. Such multifarious collaborations
represent only twentieth century Western arts. It is a selected, subjective
list that represents a range of outcomes of interest to me; some more
universally appreciated than others.

But collaboration has also become an academic goal/strategy/method-
ology, recognized as useful for creative projects. It is now, of course, signif-
icantly aided by computer technology and the Internet, which enhance
the possibility of worthwhile long-distance collaboration. Indeed collabora-
tors ping-pong files across continents as well as counties. One of my own
collaborations was with an artist in a neighbouring county and much was
worked through by Internet correspondence and images. Unlike my first
collaborative project, this artist and I did almost no work in the same room
before the installation. Certainly, modern technology has allowed cross-
arts collaborations to develop and partnerships to be furthered, as images,
text (and sound) can be sent with such speed and alacrity that the creative
momentum is easily sustained.

The extent of collaboration in our lives is evident not just in cultural
activity, even Walt Disney, The Manhattan Project and Apple computers
have been cited as ‘great groups’, pioneering enterprises which work for
more than money, with aims to ‘put a dent in the Universe’ as Steve Jobs,
founder of Apple computers, put it (Bennis 1997: 80). In the case of The
Manhattan Project, of course, making an impact was too literally true. 

All these ‘great groups’ blended creative and practical elements to see a
vision through. In this regard, John-Steiner embraces a developmental
view of creativity and the evolution of an idea over time. The role of collab-
oration in promoting innovation may seem obvious in the creative arts, but
commercial/industrial/scientific enterprise seems to consider the opportu-
nities afforded by engaging collaboratively on projects in a different manner/
mode. Even though many have long practised techniques quite comparable
to arts collaboration, reflection on the practice may not, previously, have
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been considered worthwhile – it’s just what we do sometimes, they might
say. But while the results of collaboration within and outside academic or
creative arts may prompt new ideas, new methods, shifts in perception
and paradigms, it seems fair to say that the act of collaboration (dialogue,
openness, innovation, improvisation) is similar within and outside academic/
creative arts. But these individual elements of most collaborative projects
are subject to the context of production. For instance in non-arts collabo-
rations (scientific or commercial projects), improvisation may be limited;
the way a budget constrains a commercial collaboration is probably different
from the ‘limits’ which funding may put on a project considered by the
collaborative partnership.

It seems to me that the notion of improvisation, i.e. moving goal posts –
for practical, technical, ideological or aesthetic reasons – in arts collabora-
tions is part of the creativity of the project. Participants’ openness to
change, to improvise in order to improve, is very much the force which
drives the collaboration. A good collaborative partnership fosters such
openness and innovation, and a cross-arts project is probably the most
open, innovative collaboration of all. 

In my own experience a dialogue sustained over a period of time, with
knowledge synthesized from divergent mediums, has of course been cen-
tral to the collaborative project. I also find the inevitable digressions from
the intended process (or even from the outcomes) can inform, perhaps
even transform, one’s perceptions of one’s own work (a subjective position)
or of the larger genre(s) utilized in the collaboration.

It is fair to say that collaborations are as different as the individuals
who participate, and that inevitably the patterns utilized by collaborators
evolve over time. Long-term collaborations inevitably change in terms of
aspects such as structure; for example, collaborators may initially organize
their work following one pattern, but then mutate to another pattern.
John-Steiner points out that ‘complementary collaboration’, which has a
clear division of labour and discipline-based working methods, is the one
that is most commonly utilized (John-Steiner 2000: 198) but it is not the
one she associates with innovation. John-Steiner argues that an integra-
tive pattern of collaboration, with interchangeable roles in the division of
labour and integration of knowledge across disciplines, is most likely to
produce innovation. Both models relate to my own experience in collabo-
rative projects; as John-Steiner suggests, the dynamics of the collaborative
process leads to innovation. 

She confirms the importance of interdisciplinary scholarship by denot-
ing the integration of knowledge across disciplines as a hallmark of inno-
vation. But I believe even where there is specialized knowledge in a
collaborative partnership (as between a writer and an artist in a ‘comple-
mentary collaboration’) the fundamental element is openness; that inno-
vation is possible if knowledge/specialism is shared and participants feel
able to offer their views on the other’s discipline and/or practice. And ulti-
mately, however successful the collaborative project turns out to be, there
is always a sense of achievement in the act of working together. 

In its various guises, different collaborative patterns are evident in
much of my creative work: it could be said that my parents, friends, lovers,
and even musicians and artists who have inspired me, have all contributed
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to my poetry. Others may recognize similar collaborative modes. The lan-
guage of collaboration is broad yet delightfully conspiratorial. My work in
overt partnership for commission involves two of three identifiably collab-
orative projects for which I was the writer/poet. The first was with an
artist, the second with a video artist and a musician (sound artist), the
third with a photographer/artist. Each of these partnerships fulfilled the
patterns of collaboration, with the artists literally ‘showing’ a different yet
complementary way to see the same thing as I, the writer; employing a
lingering eye and a familiar but fresh view.

All were good collusions; risky, a little furtive, sometimes shaky, but all
produced quality, perhaps innovative, work that I could not have achieved
on my own. And that’s really the beauty of collaboration. One might won-
der how any practice that involves such risk can be encouraged and what
makes an individual choose such risky practice, to cooperate with some-
one they may not even know well. Like children acquiring language it
takes practice, cooperation, trust, and learning when it’s safe to speak
your mind. Learning when it’s safe to let go.

Appendices 
‘Train of Thought’ Video collaboration (upon request)

CV (upon request, or visit www.andreaholland.com) 
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Adaptive Assembly
Peter Spring Goldsmiths, University of London

Abstract
‘Adaptive Assembly’ is the name I have given to an integrative tool that I designed
to harmonize participatory practices, creatively. This is needed because gaps in
mutual understandings commonly emerge where collaborative teams include
members from different disciplinary backgrounds and/or cognitive styles.
Adaptive Assembly is a new approach to closing the gap between dispersed infor-
mation and a task’s participants. Here, co-authorship is also a cooperative act;
therefore writing can be understood within the same terms of reference as design
practice. For writers, Adaptive Assembly situates information in an ecological
context by which to enable inter-relationships, and from which, newly dynamic
information can emerge (e.g., subjects and hidden contexts). The benefit of this
ecological method draws participants such as co-authors together to enable a
focus and maps out paths towards its realization (e.g., chapters and their cate-
gories), each to be envisaged and implemented, incrementally.

This article draws upon some of my research into theories of evolution. I
conducted this work in pursuit of new modes of design practice that would
be able to respond to more complex situations. The work began with an
MA in Design Futures, followed by my PhD, both at Goldsmiths, University
of London. I chose this approach because creative practitioners in art or
design can learn much from how evolution ‘works’, both in broad-brush
strokes and in the fine and intricate detail. All that differs is the scale of
reference. Whilst my work has been evaluated largely within the practical
context of a particular curatorial project in a museum, it is intended as a
generic tool that could be used within other creative practices such as
writing. However, designing it was not a simple process. The study of evo-
lution is often controversial because processes of ‘Natural Selection’
(Darwin 1859) sometimes lead to historical misunderstandings that may,
for example, be inspired by popular myth, misconception or specific lack of
understanding. As Darwin wrote, ‘Great is the power of steady misrepre-
sentation’ (1876). Equally importantly, the design process is by no means
congruent with what many non-experts believe to be the processes of evo-
lution, or, in particular, its mechanism, Natural Selection. However, as a
designer I am particularly interested in its cultural momentum. This is
what, I believe, draws us closer to reliable and real parallels with an
organic description of change.

Perhaps the earliest, best-known, but most misunderstood theory
derives from Jean Baptiste Lamarck (1801). Long before Darwin he
explored interaction and change among plants and animals, and is popularly
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known, although in the light of recent research somewhat erroneously
derided for, his ideas about The Inheritance of Acquired Characteristics
(1801). This is an early idea that explores how an organism can pass on
advantageous characteristics that it has acquired in its own lifetime, and
it famously implies a form of teleology. In organic terms, until recently
this was thought to be fundamentally wrong. However, artefactual infor-
mation is what makes our culture possible, via books, songs, and benefi-
cial ways of doing things. Therefore, by integrating a Lamarckian-like
framework (in a modern context that uses Darwinism as its root) we may
have a viable hypothesis. For example, using my model of Adaptive
Assembly, designers can select aspects and characteristics of information,
incrementally, and can manipulate these using (subjective) definitions of
benefit as a datum. By narrowing their range of outcomes to a given task,
iterated over ‘generations’ of ideas (of the same task) we can filter these
down to a core set, of key aspects. This is a Lamarckian-like (i.e., inter-
ventionist) mode of selectionism, but because of the fundamental nature
of the complexity of interaction, the future, and thus the specific out-
come, cannot be defined at the outset. Indeed, the outcome will invari-
ably vary, each time the same procedure is carried out. Therefore, one is
left with a practicable, designerly model (for creating benign, ecological
change), but one that is vitally and specifically rooted within a Darwinian
domain. In contrast to Lamarck, Darwin, nearly sixty years later, unrav-
elled the fundamental mechanism for change; this he called Natural
Selection, and adopted some of Lamarck’s ideas of inheritance after his
first edition (1859). His account should not be confused with Spencer’s
popular representation of evolutionary change as ‘The Survival of the
Fittest’ (1851). This is misleading, yet interesting in itself, as it reveals a
lineage of immediate cultural assumptions, riding piggyback – one on the
other. For example, Tennyson’s famous description of nature is said to
have inspired some capitalists: 

Who trusted God was love indeed
And love Creation's final law
Tho' Nature, red in tooth and claw
With ravine, shriek'd against his creed

(In Memoriam. A. H. H., 1850) 

Darwinism is non-deterministic, therefore, specific outcomes – however
they are manifest or defined – are unpredictable. 

The idea-of (my neologism, devised from Plato’s notion of the inherita-
ble form, of something) has proved more exciting than the putative prac-
tice of explicitly attempting to use ‘memes’ or its study, memetics. The
attractiveness of memes has proved particularly exciting to designers, and
advertising practices because they (memes) appear to resemble successful
designs that have become replicated and dispersed rapidly and widely. This
resemblance emerges because we make perceptions of their fitness, or benefit to
fit perceptions of our (subjective) ‘purposes’. When we use evolutionary
theory to look backwards, as a simple, retrospective form of analysis, it
is tempting, for example, to see the MP3 player as a kind of memetic entity
that simultaneously integrates ‘fitness’ (i.e., benefit) at a number of levels
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that would be familiar to a marketing expert. The idea of a meme as a kind
of natural, self-replicating pattern, or code is usually attributed to Dawkins
(1976; 1997: p. 1–17), although many subsequent authors (e.g. Lynch
1996; Gabora 1997; Blackmore 1999; Aunger 2000; Brodie 2004) have
adopted his overall model for their own purposes. Indeed, it is closer to the
lesser known, but equally powerful idea, devised by Semon (1901, in
Schacter 2001) a zoologist and evolutionary biologist. His term, ‘mneme’,
conceptualizes the memory of ‘external-to-internal experience’ and is
derived from the Greek goddess Mnemosyne – one of the muses of memory
(after Bulfinch 1980). Semon implicitly understood the wider, cultural val-
ues implied by Lamarck’s Inheritance of Acquired Characteristics (1801) and
thus allies to my thesis for design (e.g., enabling [some] human agency
within the unpredictability of interactions) by combining Lamarckism and
Memetics via their roots within Darwinism.

Using ideas of specific selection of characteristics and other information
about an entity are very enticing, particularly to designers. However,
attempts to ‘design a meme’ have nevertheless proved more difficult than
expected, although some (e.g. Langrish 2004) have developed additional
concepts, such as ‘Selectemes’ and ‘Recipemes’ in creating a total of three
different forms of meme idea that he (Langrish) devised in an attempt to
reflect the basis of Natural Selection (i.e., Selection, Variation and
Transmission). I believe however that memes cannot be specifically
designed – for a specific purpose. I have come to this conclusion because of
the fundamental nature of, and the complexity created by, interactions:
between ‘observer and artefact’. However, devices such as ‘Selectemes’
and so forth may indeed be necessary in order to give the designer more
control than would normally be evident within an evolving system (c.f.
Salingaros and Mikiten 2002; Gabora 2004; Distin 2005; Whyte 2007). 

Using the first case study in my research, I initially explored the paral-
lels between the success of given designs. In this, I sought to show that it is
possible to analyse the features of a set of designs (e.g., paper clips and
Bronze Age axes) and to draw closer, common values or design features
between them. In effect, this shows that dispersed artefacts may have com-
mon affordances (i.e., a common language for interaction) in their practi-
cal use. These features can then be extracted, and the idea-of them (e.g.,
grippability, relative size etc.) employed in other, new design concepts. The
commonality of group traits is recognizable in the success of a particular
species, or type of organism, in as much as a species reflects a traceable
lineage of comparable information derived from its lineage of ancestors
(the definition of successful information, organic or other). Using the idea
of the memetic in the design world (when represented as a ‘pattern’, e.g.,
Langrish 2004, rather than a ‘unit’ e.g., Blackmore 1999) one is able to
see a similar opportunistic co-influence and hybridization of ‘rival’ or prox-
imate artefacts. In the natural world, there is a similar process of coevolu-
tion (and culturally) selective breeding (e.g., Darwin 1868; Beja-Pereira
et al. 2003; Richardson et al. 2005). Hence, it is common practice to
speak of the ‘evolution’ of technology as a metaphor (e.g., Pitt Rivers
1827–1900; Shennan 2002) for what we might otherwise attribute to
individual designers, or as ‘design innovation’ (e.g., Ziman et al. 2003).
Conversely, it is often said that animals, insects, and many other organisms
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are ‘perfectly designed’. This is wrong: in fact, they are designoid (e.g.,
Dawkins 2004: 497), as they are merely the latest product of evolving,
interlinked information that is feeding back ecological information (i.e.,
between the entity and its proximate environmental stimuli).

Taking this on board, one is able to then include the incremental assem-
bly of more complex design strategies within an approach to ‘Metadesign’
(Giaccardi et al. 2005), which in turn reflects in the original concepts and
ideas about ‘affordances’ (e.g., Gibson et al. (1977). Devised by the percep-
tual psychologist, J. J. Gibson and advanced by Donald Norman (e.g., 1988,
2002: 9–12; Gaver 1991, 1992, 1996), an affordance is information about
action regarded as being available in the environment (Greeno, 1994). ‘The
word “affordance” was originally invented to refer to the actionable proper-
ties between the world and an actor (a person or animal)’ (Norman, 2007).
Affordances invite forms of action, perceptual or actual. 

Evolutionary theory inspired these key concepts, such as Bertrand
Russell’s notion of ‘Sense-data’ (1912) that has become almost indispens-
able to designers of computer-user interfaces (Gibson 1977, 1979; Greeno
1994; Gaver 1996; Norman 1988, 2002). Affordances enable designers to
envisage the ‘design’, or facilitation of reciprocal relations between complex
tools and their users. Human awareness of the scale of interconnectedness
of evolving organisms inspired the development of General Systems Theory
(Bertalanffy 1971) and Cybernetics (e.g., Ashby 1958, in Heylighen 1992).
They too sought their own common language by which to describe appar-
ently incommensurate worlds, such as machines and living creatures.
Action Research (e.g., Flood, in Reason et al. 2006) represents another
framework that includes all participants – but importantly, this specifically
takes place in practice (e.g., the researcher, author,) – as equal participants
in the same process that are also being interacted with by others. 

As I needed to develop my own working principles, I was inspired by
Bates (1861) who used the term ‘analogical resemblance’ in defining envi-
ronmental ‘mimicry’ (Gould 2002: 67). This idea led me to devise a new
idea of affordances, in which I see them as ‘modules’ of environmentally
rooted, informational stimuli. These include perceptions etc., and other
ideas-of proximate relatedness that is interpreted by the individual – in that
system. Hence, it is helpful to see the ‘mimetic’ (not to be confused with
the memetic) as this ‘idea-of ’ something, rather than a specific example
of it. This helps to show how designers seldom copy another designer’s
work faithfully, choosing, rather to take the idea-of – or, features of – ‘it’.
Although this sounds simple, it raises questions about what, exactly, ‘it’ is
that is similar, and what is different? 

Some of the terms deriving from evolutionary theories, such as ‘best-
fit’, and ‘costs over benefits’, derive from studies of survival economies
(e.g., Dawkins 2004; Henrich, Boyd and Richardson 2002), which may
now be more reminiscent of organization, or management methods. 

‘Best-fit’, like ‘costs-over-benefits’, describes a balance that emerges as a
product of ‘trade-offs’ (Boyd and Richardson 2005; Cuddington and
Hastings 2004) between the two interconnected aspects of an entity’s sur-
vival. Further, such economy is characteristic of the ‘fitness potential’
(Madsen et al. 1999; Gabora 2000) in an ecosystem, or indeed, in the com-
bination of (multiple) individuals’ ecosystems. If mutual benefits are first to
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be gained and subsequently maintained, aspects, which constitute the rela-
tive information values at hand (e.g., the ‘cost’ – of a particular action) must
be individually traded off (i.e., ecologically balanced) against other informa-
tion (e.g., the ‘benefit’ – of this particular action). This natural economic
process is constantly at work. For example, in a given ecosystem, the ability to
adapt to changes that, in turn, offer the least cost – in relation to the greatest
benefit – confers (automatically), a survival advantage, although not a spe-
cific or necessarily advantageous outcome (to the owner of that ability). 

This enabled me to reconcile those aspects of affordances that are des-
ignable, with those that are memetic. This distinction is similar to that of a
designoid’s emergent, evolving characteristic, which merely resembles some-
thing that was designed. This can be shown in the cultural selection and
widespread dispersal of VHS video over the superior quality of Betamax in
the 1980s. The widespread influence and commercial superiority of VHS is
its memetic or pattern. This is a cultural trace that has been left in the social
system by all the artefacts that are denoted as being of VHS type, and is
reinforced by peripheral objects that serve to maintain this cultural identity.
In my view, this pattern could not have been designed because it slowly
emerged as a product of complex interactions that rendered its eventual
outcomes largely unpredictable. I derived aspects of this idea in combining
an understanding of natural interactions that also includes rhizomes
(Deleuze et al. 2004: 1–28) and ‘enfoldment’ and ‘unfoldment’ (Bohm and
Peat 2000: 178). This is an evocative idea that encompasses the notion of
an organic flux between external and internal characteristics. This concept
is important within an evolutionary framework.

I have considered all of the above methods, and more, in my develop-
ment of a new mode of design practice. This was given its first trial in the
management of a curating task within a county museum (Warwickshire
Museum). In a curatorial situation, events resemble aspects of the VHS
case. For example, they are governed by a plethora of seemingly discon-
nected elements that include workshop tools and materials, space and
funding, not to mention the many different personalities, ideologies, poli-
tics, aesthetic judgements and professional preferences in methodology. 

While some of the above approaches may inform, or illuminate the issues
surrounding such complex circumstances, they did not readily provide the
sufficiently integrative, or ‘hands-on’ approach that was needed. I therefore
considered the notion of the memetic, to attempt to challenge the accepted,
but somewhat limited (and commonly misunderstood), concept of genetic,
and particularly viral analogies to the meme (e.g., as that found in viral mar-
keting). My own idea of the memetic is designed to suggest flow, momentum
and ‘patterns’ as networks of information. This moves my ideas away from
epidemiological inferences, in which memes are represented as ‘units’ (e.g.,
Dawkins 1976) of contagion, or as a ‘mind virus’ (Brodie 1996). Instead, I
sought benign, ecological contexts for enabling and maintaining change.
The memetic, instead, derives from the fundamentally open-ended nature of
interactions and their products; this applies equally to both organic and,
indeed, inorganic (cultural/artificial/designed) paradigms where human
agency is present. I suggest that this is because each are reflective of one
another (in terms of informational exchange and its dynamics) and are two
sides of the same coin. 
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My approach to structuring information as a creative process is based
on the way that information evolves, by adopting some aspects, and by
rejecting others. Until quite recently, one of the key issues in evolutionary
theory was the received (i.e., Darwinian) idea that change (e.g., genetic
mutation) within a given species could only take place via reproduction,
striving for any and various means of survival. However, relatively recently
it has been found that genes change (they can be switched ‘on’ and ‘off ’)
during the lifetime of a given organism (e.g., as a result of trauma resulting
from a given experience). Epigenetic Inheritance describes this heritability
of these and many other environmental characteristics (Waddington
1956; Jablonka et al. 2004). This makes the notion of evolution more sim-
ilar to what we could recognize as design (i.e., bias in selection; reminis-
cent of Lamarck’s historically misconstrued idea of The Inheritance of
Acquired Characteristics, 1801). However, importantly, the outcomes geno-
typically and, indeed, phenotypically manifested, remain fundamentally
non-determinate, and in the natural (i.e., organic) habitat on Earth, this
remains devoid of any specific design.

In ecological systems, the survival of a whole cluster of species is often
found to depend on the continued existence of one species, a ‘keystone
species’ (Stinchcombe and Schmitt 2006). In setting up an ecological
study I incorporated an interpretation of keystone species within my
model and its trial. (i.e., The memetic has as a nucleus a keystone charac-
teristic: e.g., a form of intervention – represented in the system as a benefit –
this can be described as an intervention-interaction coalescence.)

Studying the feeding behaviour of garden birds, designated within
a specific area, or patch, I tested my idea by making ecologically derived,
modular interventions, and was then able to identify from the collated
data two categories for adaptational lag periods. These represent Primary
Adaptive Lag (PAL), the period after an intervention is made, up to the
time when adaptations occur. The second phase represents Elapsing
Adaptive Lag (EAL). This is a period where adaptations to an intervention
can be seen to be falling off and where new or iterative intervention mod-
ules can be made. New adaptations to those then emerge, and the cycle
begins once again at PAL. However, immediate responses, beneficial or
otherwise (and their outcomes), cannot be expected directly after an inter-
vention is made into any ecosystem, whether they are organic, or inorganic.
Therefore, interventions should be made before, as opposed to when,
change is required. By identifying lag periods between interventions and
their outcomes helped me to understand and structure further interven-
tion periods because they each represent the variable rates of adaptation to
an intervention made into an ecologically defined system. 

My approach, therefore, is an adaptation of several evolutionary theories
to enable an ecological synthesis, by which to structure some (human)
agency within fundamentally unpredictable, cultural interactions. Through
an incremental approach, individual actions become recognizable as com-
ponents of the ecological, mutual act (e.g., it treats individuals as members of
social groups). Writing practice can therefore be regarded as a designerly
process of enabling such interaction economies (e.g., by recognizing the
interplay as evidence of a kind of ecological necessity that exists between,
or across, subject layers and those within others). If these interactions
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become (subjectively) incrementally beneficial, they can enable and nur-
ture the emergence of the memetic as a layered dynamic, or flow of ‘benefi-
cial’ (Perkins, in Ziman 2003: 161) information about interactions and
their connectivities, for example within the task of structuring the com-
plexes found in a writing process.

I plan to explore this approach as a novel way to inform writing as
a group practice. This offers ways in which to structure diverse or complex
issues. For example, constructing a map of subject proximities enables an
ecological range of connectivities to emerge that reconcile the author’s
subject areas, and core values. It also offers a new way in which authors
might be able to situate a given text within a specific context. Using the
idea of incremental change enabled by the reiteration of key ideas is helpful in
structuring chapter position and order (i.e., the relationship of specific
inclusions). A similar process can be used to create headings, subheadings
and how these inter-relate. I expect this approach to be particularly helpful
when a range of contributors is included within the process. If each is able to
benefit from the group dynamics (e.g., by using subjective interpretation to
gain advantage) then these benefits can emerge to coalesce within the group.
The group benefit – the memetic – enables a closer relationship to be main-
tained and, therefore, the ecology of that group, and approaches to its aim,
and the cultural value of the outcomes, benefit as a whole. 

Via individual perceptions, ideas-of and actual benefits, emerge mutual
interpretations of this coalescence. Incrementally reducing the search-space
of a writing task, through identifying forms of individual benefit – subjectively
defined – enables an ecological process – as a practice. By this method, layers
of information that comprise the task aim (e.g., chapters, content within
those, or the text as a whole document) and interactions with them – and
their participants – can be economically interconnected to each.

From these early explorations, I am able to envisage other areas where
this approach can be of benefit. Recursive re-assessments of the content
enables all parties to openly question their understandings of it and,
because of this dynamic, it becomes an anticipated (although not deter-
ministic) characteristic of the process (e.g., a prospecting tool); this enables
the work of writing and its act (i.e., creativity) to become mutually joined.
Individually contributing to a common aim, incrementally combining,
selecting and, indeed, rejecting an array of elements, becomes an explicit
approach to combining and structuring ‘environmental information’ and
one that is made in practice. It proved useful as an approach to reducing
problem-spaces within normal curatorial practices (Spring 2008).
Drawing dispersed participants closer (e.g., through an approach to openly
interpreting the object at hand, such as artefacts, writing subjects and,
interactions with them) can enliven group action and add participatory
values to the process. For example, in an approach to Furniture Design, or
Interior Design practices it would be similarly used to assemble a co-design
relationship between designer and client.

In writing and its planning and structure, as an approach to enquiry
and its feedback, it can also be applicable to contributing a form of ecolog-
ical, ‘experiential’ learning (e.g., after Dewey 1933, in Reason et al. 2006).
For example, methods used in my thesis and its first model are to be
included in ‘Distance Learning’: Theory and Practice, the MA in Museum
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Studies, a programme within the Department of Museum Studies,
University of Leicester Exhibition.
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In the Café Flaubert
Mary Anne Francis University of Brighton and Chelsea

College of Art & Design

Abstract
Developing my long-held contention that an artist might write art-theory differently
from non-artist theorists, this paper offers an instantiation of one possible approach.
First and foremost, it proposes that an artist’s art-theory might utilize their
understanding of aesthetic form and functioning to conceive of writing as another
‘art-form’, now taking place in words and referencing the structures associated
with that medium.

With a nod to Plato’s dialogues, the text adopts the format of a fictional con-
versation offered as reportage, which takes place between the artist-writer and a
philosopher – an expert on the subject of ‘truth regimes’. The artist consults him
in order to progress a project. What ensues puts the artist-writer’s preference for
a ‘realist’ approach to writing (representation as ‘reflection’) into play with the
academic’s overview of this and other ‘truth regimes’. Introduced to Richard
Rorty’s pragmatism and hence the idea of ‘truth’ as ‘use-value’, the artist is ini-
tially bewildered, only later realizing that it takes her project in a new direction.

Given that the text’s departure from the form of conventional art-theory is
embodied (not just represented), the issues that it raises are implicit, but include:
the (dis)advantages of fictional dialogue as ‘theory’. (On the one hand both the
reader and the writer imaginatively inhabit different points of view more readily
than happens with non-fictional prose. On the other hand, fictional dialogue may
indulge unreliable spokespersons for particular theoretical positions.) Another
point for debate concerns the recourse to the Renaissance pedagogic concept of
‘teaching through delight’. (While aesthetic pleasure-in-the-text is a spur for both
the writer and the reader, the sensuous dimensions of dramatic embodiment may
offer a distraction from more substantial issues.)

As much as this text is an instance of ‘a writing-as-an-art-form as theory’, it
also proposes, reciprocally, that ‘theory’ may be found outside non-fictional, non-
aesthetic academic discourse. When this is the oblique logic of the writing’s form,
it is also explicitly elaborated in the article, as Dürer’s woodcut The Draughtsman
and the Lute is seen to comprise observations about the conditions of representation
that re-appear in the ‘picture’ that is the fictional discussion in the Café Flaubert.

Or: realism and its contexts
I had got to the point with my project where I realized that I needed to
consult an expert: a philosopher. But before I recount our conversation,
which provided me with an entirely new approach to my research, I need
to set the scene. Conceptually, that is, for the café where we met was,
unlike our conversation, unremarkable. 
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As an artist, my research was taking place both through and in art-
practice, and writing. I had framed it as no less than a critique of an aspect
of postmodernism and post-structuralism, for my hunch was that though
these support the idea of textual ‘origin’ in difference and diversity, an
artist experiences the origin of meaning as yet more radically diverse.

Yes, my ‘method’ for critiquing postmodernism and post-structuralism
used an ‘empirical’ approach to knowledge in as much as it contended that
reality resides in experience, as opposed, to say, ‘theory’, or a priori reason. Of
course, I was aware that theory and experience are not mutually exclusive;
that it can be argued, indeed, that one interleaves the other, and I’d already
started work on a large section of my thesis that would address these convo-
lutions – grandly, if tentatively, titled, ‘Theory and The Real’. But whatever the
possible assaults on empiricism as a method might be, it was, I’d decided, both
adequately understood in relation to a number of the counter-arguments and
more to the point, non-negotiable. For me as an artist, practice, as the mess
that is the process of making art was, well, a bedrock.

That wasn’t what was bothering me. No, instead it was something to
do with the method for reporting on, or ‘writing-up’, the findings acquired
by my empirical approach.

I’d rather assumed that this approach implied, in turn, a particular
method of writing, as the latter assumed a transparency of means, which I
soon identified in philosophical terms as a form of ‘realism’. Moreover, that
invoked the ‘correspondence theory of truth’ in which a given representa-
tion simply reflected its originating ‘fact’. And I remember asking myself if
this wasn’t how all research proceeded, in willfully avoiding the idea that
writing (up) might affect or worse, effect the findings. 

In researching the notion of ‘realism’, I had also come across the
concept of ‘regimes of truth’ – different ways of constituting the rela-
tionship between reality and representation. I started to wonder if some
of the assumptions of my project should be challenged. First: I was con-
cerned to know how ‘empiricism’ implicated ‘realism’ as a means for
recording experience. Then, more substantially, I was concerned to know
what ‘realism’ – as a particular approach to truth – was excluding and if
there were other truth regimes that might better serve my critique.

But, in a lapse of my usual efficiency I’d neglected to note both the source
of the comments on ‘realism’ and the provocative remarks on ‘truth regimes’.

So it was that I asked an artist friend, who mixed in academic circles, to
put me in touch with the Professor – an expert in these reaches of
philosophy. I rang him to arrange a meeting and we met a week later, at the
Café Flaubert, where a cup of tea can last an hour and no one minds. What
follows is a transcript of our conversation, as best I could record it.
Naturally, the footnotes are apocryphal, for while the Professor was most
helpful in citing the titles of his textual sources, I had to find the page num-
bers etc. myself. And because these are extraneous to the transcript, I have
put them at the end, so as not to interfere with the flow of the discussion.

Having ordered tea and coffee (me: tea, and him: coffee), and exchanged
a few remarks regarding our mutual acquaintance, he began:

‘Right: let’s get down to business! I’ve been thinking about one of the ques-
tions you mentioned when you rang, concerning – now, what was your
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phrase? “Regimes of truth” I think, which is Foucault’s phrase, incidentally.
Here, I recommend two essays by Richard Rorty. There’s the introduction to
his first volume of Philosophical Papers, and the first essay in that volume:
“Solidarity or Objectivity?” In both of these, he looks at different forms of
truth regime, prevalent at different points in the last millennium or so, includ-
ing the notion of truth as correspondence – “realism” as it might be called.’ 

Ignoring the nuance of his last phrase, I demanded:

‘What does Rorty say about “truth”?’

‘Ah! “What is truth?” Pontius Pilate’s question and then Francis Bacon’s
after him…1 Rorty suggests – in the second essay – that the history of
Western philosophy, with some exceptions, takes “truth” to be a relation
between representation and reality.2 And in the “Introduction”, “truth” in
this configuration is named as “determinate”; settled by a relation.’3

‘As suggestions go, that seems rather facile. Of course truth is a relation
between reality and representation.’

‘You may think so now, but wait a bit. For a start, even this simple obser-
vation has its complexities. There is, as Rorty notes, a dispute concerning
which term – “reality” or “representation” – determines the other. Hence
there is a dispute concerning exactly how truth is determinate. On one side
there are philosophers who argue that reality determines representation,
while on the other side, the reverse is supposed to be true – if you see what
I mean. It is these latter chaps who make the term “representation” look a
bit strange – at least according to its etymology. For if representation is
anterior to reality, how can it be said to represent it?’

Clearly, this was a rhetorical question, so I let him continue.

‘Rather, it must be said to represent it in the sense that the term has of
calling up something in the mind by description.’

And as he spoke, I recalled Gayatri Spivak’s use of the term and I made a
note of this alongside my notes on the Professor’s discourse.4 He had
hardly paused between ideas: 

‘This distinction between different modes of determination, different trajec-
tories indeed, between the two terms – reality and representation – constitutes
a schism. This is the divide between the realists and the idealists, the theo-
ries of truth as correspondential and constitutive, and it is, perhaps, philos-
ophy’s most famous disagreement. These are broad positions, which in
turn, are riven by internal controversy. By the way, we should note here
that the terms ‘realist’ and ‘idealist’ must be purged, for the purposes of this
discussion, of their common-sense associations of ‘practical’ and ‘utopian’
respectively. More especially, we should also note that the term ‘realism’
might erroneously persuade us that ‘reality’ is not at stake in other truth
regimes – idealism, for example – when of course it is. “Realism” is a greedy
and as such, mendacious term.’ 

Flushed with the flurry of his discourse, he added the entire contents of
another sugar sachet to his coffee. 
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1. The Gospel According to
St John, Chapter 18;
Verse 38; then quoted
by Francis Bacon in
‘On Truth’ in Essays
p. 3.

2. Rorty ‘Introduction’
to Objectivity,
Relativism, and Truth
pp. 4–5.

3. Rorty as before 
pp. 4–5.

4. Gayatri Spivak ‘[…]
immense problems
are buried in the
differences between
the “same” words […]
representation and 
re-presentation’. ‘Can
the Subaltern Speak?’
in Marxism and the
Interpretation of
Culture eds. C Nelson
& L Grossberg p. 275.
But in noting the
difference that resides
in this term as ‘the
contrast […] between
a proxy and a
portrait’ (ibid. p. 276)
Spivak overlooks,
indeed buries, the
contrast between 
representation as a
form of re-presenting,
however proximate,
and representation as
a form of bringing
into being: 
‘re-presence’.
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‘And yet, before considering these internal fissures in the two modes of
truth, we should really consider more precisely what is at stake in the real-
ist–idealist opposition; what it means to claim that “reality” is the cause of
representation, and vice versa. And this is best done by putting both those
theories into practice; by getting them to explain an instance of represen-
tation and its relation to reality. But this is a little awkward here because
although we have reality in plenty – ’ 

(here he waved his arms to indicate the café)

‘ – we do not have an image of it.’

At this point the Professor suddenly ducked down as if seeking a refuge of
sorts under the table. I was initially alarmed – the more so as this was fol-
lowed by a furious scrabbling noise – until I realized he was searching in
his bag: a battered leather briefcase. He emerged triumphant, brandishing
a heavy tome entitled Dürer And His Times by William Waetzoldt.5

‘Dürer! Dürer will come to our rescue; with one of his wonderful woodcuts:
The Draughtsman and the Lute of 1525, engaging as it does in its content,
explicitly with representation and reality. Indeed, it is a meta-text – a text
about a text – before its time.’

And he opened the book to display this image: 
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5. Dürer And His Times
William Waetzoldt
(London; Phaidon;
1950).

Figure 1: Albrecht Dürer The Draughtsman and the Lute 1525.

And we both looked at it in silence. Until I exclaimed:

‘But it’s a visual image!’

‘Well, yes. You mean that your interest is in verbal representation – as an
artist writing about her experience, but you’re also making art about it, I
hope. At least reality is visual in this image (for how can it not be?) Won’t
that do for you?’ 
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‘Something by Magritte would have been more appropriate, perhaps… for
instance, one of his word-image paintings.’

‘Yes, I agree, but this is the only monograph I have at present…And as
I hope to show you, if you’ll let me, Dürer’s image can be made to support
our two contradictory truth regimes – which proposes, I suppose, that
truth is, indeed, the property of one and not the other.’

He had lost me. So I changed the subject.

‘Why this Dürer image? I know it’s got to be a picture about picturing, but
why not, for instance, the infamous “draughtsman and the nude”?’

‘The “marmoreal nude”, to quote Martin Jay,6 or “draughtsman drawing
a reclining nude” to quote Gombrich?7 This one, you mean?’ 

And he shuffled through the pages to display this:
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6. Martin Jay ‘Scopic
Regimes of Modernity’
in Vision and Visuality
ed. H Foster p. 8.

7. Gombrich – as the
woodcut is named in
the index to Art and
Illusion.

8. Rorty ‘Introduction’
p. 9.

9. Martin Jay ‘Scopic
Regimes of Modernity’
passim.

Figure 2: Albrecht Dürer Draughtsman Making Perspective Drawing of a Woman 1525.

‘I’ll leave that to the feminists…as your description of it seems to propose.
Let’s return to the matter in hand. It’s not difficult to see The Draughtsman
and the Lute as an instance of realism, or what in Rorty’s text appears as
“the correspondence theory of truth”.8 Indeed, there’s a line which runs
from the lute to the sketch.’

‘But that line doesn’t have a direction; it’s not a vector… I mean, nothing
in the image – Dürer’s image – tells us that we have to read it in that way:
as running from the lute to the sketch and not vice versa.’

‘No, no, you’re right. A lot of the arguments for reading the sketched lute
as an instance of realist truth are ones that we import into Dürer’s text,
not ones the text itself supplies. What I was going on to say, is that the line
can be seen as running from the lute to the drawing, in accordance with
the notion that reality determines the image, for two reasons. In the first
place, “realism” is the way our culture thinks: it’s the common-sense
position, the default setting, if you like. We are programmed to see things in
this way (well maybe not you and me for we’ve read too much semiotics…
certainly I have), but most people are. And we should also observe that a
will to correspondential truth is the rationale behind the apparatus; that
frame-like device on the table which also comprises the string and the fix-
ture on the wall. This apparatus typifies the “scopic regime” – to quote
Martin Jay again – of this type of realism.9 Now, here is William Waetzoldt
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describing the device in a passage which, I should mention, somewhat
counterposes the point I am trying to make as he places an emphasis upon
the line of sight, the trajectory of vision which runs against the drift of
realism in admitting the possibility of the mediation of the object by the eye.

The focusing eye [of the artist] is replaced by a ring let into the wall of the

atelier, while the line of vision is represented by a thread running to a point

on the lute which is being drawn. To keep the thread taut, a weight is

attached to the extremity which passes through the ring on the wall, and at

the other end the thread is fastened to a needle, which an assistant can move

from one point of the model to another. On its way from the eye (the ring) to

the object (the lute), the line of vision (the thread) passes through a frame,

strung with threads to form a system of co-ordinates. The point at which the

thread intersects the frame – indicated by the co-ordinates – is the position

which the point the artist has just focused has to occupy in the pictorial

plane. One point after another is thus transferred on to the sheet of drawing

paper hinged to the frame.’10

He paused in a contemplative sort of way so I didn’t intervene. And then
he continued:

‘Several things must be observed beyond what Waetzoldt notices. One
must note the way in which the “displaced eye” functions in this process.
The doctrine of realism, in the sense unfolded here, is supported by the
notion that nothing interrupts the expression or “pressing out”, as it is
according to its etymology, of the visual object as the image on the surface
of the paper. While the perspective grid spectacularly scores and screens
the visual scene, that, of course, is voided in its role as “aid to drawing” in
Waetzoldt’s phrase.11 The human eye is more problematic. Not in itself,
but as it trails an individualized, embodied subject. Much has been written
around the drive to avoid “ocular desire”12 that is to say, the body of the
eye, in the image, in the age of Dürer, which has also been referred to as
the “Founding Perception” of “the Cartesian perspectivalist tradition.”13 

Listen to this – it’s Jay once more – ’

and he produced a scrap of paper from the Dürer monograph:

‘The abstract coldness of the perspectival gaze meant the withdrawal of the

painter’s emotional entanglement with the objects depicted in geometricalized

space. The participatory involvement of more absorptive visual modes was

diminished, if not entirely suppressed, as the gap between spectator and

spectacle widened. The moment of erotic projection in vision – what

St Augustine had anxiously condemned as “ocular desire” – was lost as the

bodies of the painter and the viewer were forgotten in the name of an

allegedly disincarnated, absolute eye.14

Well, it always seems to me that The Draughtsman and the Lute renders the
perspectivalist’s desire for disembodied looking paradoxically substantial.
To repeat Waetzoldt, Dürer replaces the “focusing eye” by “a ring let into
the wall of the atelier” – hardly a disembodiment.’
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10. Waetzoldt p. 215.

11. As before p. 215.

12. Jay quoting St
Augustine in ‘Scopic
Regimes of Modernity’
p. 8.

13. Jay as before p. 7.

14. Jay as before p. 8.
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He paused. 

‘On this note I think we should now turn our attention to the other point
of view, so to speak, and consider how we might view this image via the
logic of idealism.’

I looked at the Dürer print again, and tried to second-guess his analysis:
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15. Rorty ‘Introduction’
p. 7.

16. Rorty as before p. 5.

17. Walter Truett
Anderson
Introduction to Part
Four of The Fontana
Post-modernism
Reader p. 175.

Figure 3: Albrecht Dürer The Draughtsman and the Lute 1525.

‘Recall that idealism fundamentally inverts realism. For while realists
claim that reality is “intrinsically determinate”,15 idealists claim that rep-
resentation produces reality. In Rorty’s words:

The picture […] is of some mighty immaterial force called “mind” or “lan-

guage” or “social practise” – a force which shapes facts out of indeterminate

goo [and] constructs reality out of something not yet determinate enough to

count as real.16

This goes some way to dispersing the problem with how images produce
reality, parthenogenetically, as it were. In Rorty’s terms, something exists
before representation, but not what we call reality. “Reality”, therefore, is a
mental, or linguistic or a social – in short a cultural – construction. So, for
idealism, “truth”, as the agreement between reality and representation, is
“made” and not “found”, in Walter Truett Anderson’s useful terms.17 

Now, here’s the tricky bit. While truth is made by virtue of the fact that repre-
sentation makes reality, it’s not the case that all representations are true.’

‘No of course not – for otherwise we wouldn’t disagree with one another!’
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‘Hmm. As Rorty quotes Michael Dummett “[t]he meanings [truth or falsity] of
our sentences are given by the conditions that render them determinately
true or false.”18 But as these conditions are “truth-makers” – “non-linguistic
items”,19 idealism faces a problem, an inconsistency, for how can an item of
reality reside outside culture? I’ll leave this conundrum with you.

Anyway, such is idealism’s notion of truth, which is also referred to as
“constitutive”, as I think I’ve already mentioned, and which is opposed to
realism’s notion of truth as “correspondential”. 

Surprisingly, it’s easy to relate idealism’s truth to The Draughtsman and the
Lute. All the more surprisingly, perhaps, because, unlike the realist analy-
sis, it isn’t commonsensical. But then, there are two circumstances which
encourage us to see the image in this way. One is the presence of contem-
porary critical theory which owes its name precisely to its spirit of resis-
tance to common sense. For instance, both the theory of deconstruction
and various versions of psychoanalytic textual theory seek to go against
the grain of the manifest content of any given text to reveal its repressed
significations. With these in the vicinity, it can’t be long before the manifest
content of The Draughtsman and the Lute (a thesis about ‘realism’) cedes to
its latent content as the thesis’ antithesis. But the image also seems to
court that, precipitously, of its own accord. Which is to contend that truth
is a property of Dürer’s image, contrary to what I said before, when I led
you to believe that the truth of the image is a figment of theory.’ 

And then I understood what had previously eluded me: that Dürer’s image
of the image-making process is reflexively caught up in the same discussion
that it illustrates. Just as the Professor had previously suggested, that if
Dürer’s image could support two readings, so it must propose that truth is
constitutive, so now he was suggesting, perversely, that the image clearly
corresponded to a reality, supporting a notion of a ‘realist’ truth. Which
was rich, in the context of his attention to idealism. But I bit my tongue.

‘Now, we should pay attention to the failure of correspondence in this image;
or rather, precisely the ways in which the represented image, the sketched
outline of the lute, is at odds with “the indeterminate goo” which surrounds
it. The drawing does not seem to try to reproduce the scene before the
draughtsman or his assistant (who are perhaps the same man) – or rather
that which cuts the plane of the grid. And yet, embryonic though the draw-
ing of the lute is, it is hard to imagine that it will be rejected, within its fic-
tional community, as “unrealistic”. (And here, I could do much scholarly
work to support this, though this is not the time nor place.) Reality, in this
way, is shown to be a cultural construct: an agreement as to what will pass
as such – reality. The drawing edits and shapes what is otherwise “goo” to
the draughtsman behind the perspective frame. And Dürer’s image drama-
tizes this gap between the scene and the seen-on-paper by turning the dotted
lines through ninety degrees and presenting them to the viewer; the condi-
tions that render the image within the image true are laid bare. It is not just
a matter of the form’s isolation on the white paper: there is also, for instance
the issue of the dots which “transfer” “one point after another” of the lute
“onto the sheet of drawing paper hinged to the frame” to use Waetzoldt’s
words (1950). The lute in the outer-image does not have “points” – yet these
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18. Rorty ‘Introduction’
p. 3.

19. Rorty as before p. 4.
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function as the guarantee of the inner image’s truth. Once more, the realism
of the represented image is seen to be produced by the means of imaging
rather than the putative original. Constitution replaces transferral.’ 

He paused to take a gulp of coffee – which was rapidly spat out, since, in the
course of the conversation, he had added a sachet of salt to his cup…

‘Heavens!’ 

But before I had a chance to express my concern, he continued:

‘The list of fissures that open up between the inner and outer image do not
end here. Comments could be made about style, for instance. I have always
wondered if Dürer’s draughtsman will join up the dots and complete the
sketch in Dürer’s manner or his own. However, the final point to be made
about idealism is that these fissures – that demonstrate its mechanism –
can only be seen in rare moments. Ideology closes the gap so that the con-
ditions of representation reproduce the seemingly “natural” conditions of
viewing. It is not entirely ridiculous to suppose that Dürer’s draughtsman
“saw” through the frame what he represents. Not forgetting that, alas, he
is just a picture of a draughtsman… ’

Attempting to dispel his melancholy, I decided to recall him to a question
that I’d mentioned when I phoned him to arrange the meeting:

‘And where does empiricism fit in?’

‘Ah, yes. You might well ask – and I will come to that. But not before I’ve
had some decent coffee.’

And he went to the counter. I was trying to digest my notes when he reap-
peared with more tea and coffee and a pile of serviettes.

‘We’ll be needing these!’

‘For lots of spillages?’

‘No. Be patient!

Continuing the theme of gaps, recall that I observed that realism and ide-
alism are riven by internal controversy.’ 

‘Yes.’

‘Well, this is where empiricism comes in. Though not quite yet. Since
we’ve been discussing idealism, let’s attend to its internal fissures, while
it’s still fresh in your mind.’

‘OK.’

‘Remember that I cited Richard Rorty’s description of idealism’s agency as
“some mighty material force called ‘mind’ or ‘language’ or ‘social practise’”.20

It is these “forces” which, for idealists, construct reality. But while this inven-
tory of his is useful, it fails to recognize the categories which split idealism. For
it is taxonomically divided, by the role of the subject. On the one hand, “sub-
jective idealism” accords the subject’s ideas agency in constructing reality,
and on the other hand, “objective idealism” accords everything but those
agency. (When “mind” can refer to both these categories – think of Hegel’s
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20. Rorty as before p. 5.
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use of it to designate Universal or “Divine Mind”21 – “mind” is a problematic
term.) We might map idealism’s categories thus:’

He drew on a serviette:
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21. Hegel: see Richard
Harland on Hegel in
Superstructuralism
pp. 70–75.

22. Kant Critique of Pure
Reason (B) 307–9.

Figure 4: The relationship between Subjective Idealism and Objective Idealism.

‘I hope this makes it clear that my discussion of the realist/idealist opposi-
tion was rather simplifying things – as it essentialized categories.’

‘Yes, certainly.’

‘Now, as idealism is divided by the question of where originary ideas reside,
so realism is fragmented by different definitions or locations, indeed, of
“reality”. Considering realism as a more sophisticated entity, I am going to
show you three distinct understandings of its “reality”. In the first place,
when “reality” is perceived to be the realm of appearances, which, philo-
sophically, is known as “phenomenalism”, then the realism, i.e. the picturing
associated with this, is known, usually, as “naturalism”. 

Opposed to this, philosophically, is a notion of reality as the realm of
“noumena” – things in themselves – which is Kant’s phrase,22 and which
refers to things that can only be known by the mind, and not the senses.
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This understanding of “reality” informs another sense of “realism”, which
does not have its own name, but might be identified with various philoso-
phers, such as Plato and Marx, to name but two.’ 

‘And this realism would be instanced by Brecht’s famous comment on the
“realism” of photography – his remarks to the effect that “a photograph of
the Krupp works tell us nothing about the conditions of production”23

which is, of course, proposed from a Marxist-realist point of view.’

This interjection surprised both of us.

‘Exactly. Thirdly and finally, and finally, moreover, because we get – at last – to
empiricism, there is reality as what you and I perceive – not jointly of course,
but independently. And this reality is experience through the senses. Like the
realism of noumena, the associated ‘realism’ does not have its own name…

As I mapped idealism via its internal disagreements, so it is handy to do so
with “realism”.’

He reached for another serviette and produced the following diagram:
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23. Brecht quoted by
Walter Benjamin in 
‘A Short History of
Photography’ p. 8.

Figure 5: The role of ‘reality’ and ‘representation’ in realisms.

‘And finally, we might also map the history of philosophy in terms of all
these different truth regimes; these different relations between reality and
representation.’
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(And on yet another serviette, he drew the next diagram.)
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Figure 6: A history of philosophy as different truth regimes.

When he had finished that, he said:

‘I hope you can decipher my writing. Though actually, I haven’t finished.
In fact, I have been a little disingenuous, my dear – ’

My heart sank, not just because I’d drained my cup of tea to the last drop,
and because I was quite hungry, but also because I was worried that if I
was encumbered with any more ideas, my already fragile grasp of the
material so far would be loosened with disastrous consequences.

‘Forget the disagreement between realists and idealists and certainly
consider the disagreement amongst the two groups themselves as trivial!

These pale by comparison with another major truth regime, which Rorty
not only describes, but himself subscribes to. And while this has its prece-
dents in thinkers such as John Dewey, William James and parts of
Wittgenstein, it is new in the sense that it has only recently been much
attended to, largely as a consequence of Rorty’s efforts. Certainly, it is sub-
stantially new in the context of contemporary theory – the stuff that goes
by the name of “postmodernism” and “post-structuralism”. The “truth
regime” I’m alluding to is “pragmatism”.’
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He sounded elated.

‘Yes! Far from seeing realism and idealism as opposed, Rorty argues
that philosophers of both positions are united by being “representation-
alists”. These are “philosophers who find it fruitful to think of mind or
language as containing representations of reality.”24 Pragmatism, on
the other hand, is anti-representationalist, in insisting that, as Rorty
writes: “‘determinacy’ is not what is in question [for]... neither does
thought determine reality, nor, in the sense intended by the realist, does
reality determine thought. More precisely, it is no truer that ‘atoms are
what they are because we use “atom” as we do’ than that ‘we use
“atom” as we do because atoms are as they are.’ Both of these claims,
the anti-representationalist says, are entirely empty. Both are pseudo-
explanations.’25

So the opposition between realists and idealists becomes a sub-division in the
larger distinction between representationalists and anti-representationalists,
which can be mapped thus:’

And he seized a serviette again:
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24. Rorty ‘Introduction’
p. 2.

25. Rorty as before p. 5.

Figure 7: Representationalism as the schism between realism and idealism,
versus anti-representationalism.
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The table was by now arrayed with white squares of serviette, variously
inscribed with runic scribblings. Cautiously, I surveyed the other cus-
tomers to see what they were making of this scene. The Professor recalled
my attention:

‘Now, the realists and idealists offer “pseudo-explanations” because such
accounts suggest “questions which we should have to climb out of our
own minds to answer”.26 To quote Rorty more extensively:

there is no independent test of the accuracy of correspondence… – semantical

notions which relate language to nonlanguage are internal to our overall

view of the world. The representationalists’ attempt to explain the success of

astrophysics and the failure of astrology is bound to be merely an empty

compliment unless we can attain a God’s-eye standpoint – one which has

somehow broken out of our language and our beliefs and tested them against

something known without their aid.27

Impressed at this indeed extensive quotation, which was, I found out later,
word- perfect, I felt the need to muster some criticality:

‘But as far as I can see, pragmatism only tells us what not to think about
representation and truth: that they are not a matter of determinacy; not a
matter of reality determining the image or vice versa.’

‘Quite so, thus far. But in “Representation, Social Practise, Truth” Rorty
writes:

Truth is not the name of a property, and in particular, not the name of a

relational property which ties a statement to the world or to a set of seman-

tical rules as followed by an omniscient being,28

and:

“‘true’ does not name a word-world relation, but instead is to be analyzed
as ‘S-assertible’”.’29

‘“S-assertible”?’ 

‘Yes. Philosophers use “S” to signify the subject. So if truth is 
“S-assertible” it means that truth is what the subject can assert.’

‘Good heavens!’

‘But it’s not a mandate for subjective licence. For Rorty supports the idea
in later Wittgenstein that “meaning is to be explained in terms of what is
taken as justifying an utterance”30 which is also known as the “therapeutic”
conception of philosophy”31 in which:

‘reflection on what a belief is’ – I think he should have said “truth” – ‘is not
the analysis of representation. Rather, it is reflection on how a language-
using organism interacts with what is going on in its neighbourhood’.32

Finally: pragmatism “does not view knowledge as a matter of getting real-
ity right, but rather as a matter of acquiring habits of action for coping
with reality”.33 To sum up: we can see pragmatism as a teleological account
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26. Rorty as before p. 7.

27. Rorty as before p. 6.

28. Rorty ‘Representation,
Social Practise, and
Truth’ in Rorty, R.
Objectivity, Relativism,
and Truth p. 154.

29. Rorty as before 
p. 153.

30. Rorty ‘Introduction’
p. 3.

31. Rorty as before p. 3.

32. Rorty as before p. 10.

33. Rorty as before p. 1.
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of truth, rather than an aetiological account which is, of course, what
realism and idealism are.’

‘Of course.’

I couldn’t help this sounding somewhat sarcastic. He hadn’t noticed
though for he continued:

‘What do we make of The Draughtsman and the Lute in this context?’

‘I have no idea.’
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Figure 8: Albrecht Dürer The Draughtsman and the Lute 1525.

‘Well, concentrating on the drawing of the lute, we would have to ask how
it helps the draughtsman to cope with his reality – and not just the lute in
front of him. We would have to ask why it is useful for him to atomize the
lute; to present it from his point of view. And we could do a lot of historical
research here and argue that he was shoring up the prevailing world
view in this way, aside from more individualistic concerns…This is all
very cursory… ’

He was looking at his watch.

‘I will have to leave you to develop this analysis, my dear!’

Irritated by his persistence in referring to me as his ‘dear’ I tried, again, to flex
some intellectual muscle. With unusual timeliness, I was remembering an
article I’d skimmed in the paper as I waited for the much delayed Professor in
the café. I seized the crumpled Guardian and as I flustered for the page, said
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‘Look at this! See here…even journalists are up to speed!’

And I tapped my finger under this:
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Figure 9: The Guardian December 29th 2007.

As I recollected more ammunition, I continued:

‘Why – just this lunchtime on The World at One, some politician claimed
that “pragmatism was replacing ideology”. I was struck by it then, because
it made me think about the notion of “the end of ideology”, but now, in the
context of what you’re saying – ’

‘That’s the media – or politicians – for you. Always trivializing terms. It’s
not at all the same thing. Their “pragmatism” has been purged of all con-
nections with the concept of “truth”. It’s used, it seems to me, rather as a
trendy synonym for “being practical”, which is just what you’d expect
from such benighted quarters.’

Abruptly, he stood up. 

‘I really must be on my way – to the Library before it closes.’

He picked up the Dürer monograph and put it in his briefcase.

‘Goodbye. We’ll meet again, perhaps.’

I was left with a clutter of assorted teapots, cups and saucers, and a pile of
annotated serviettes, and even more assorted – and annotated – thoughts.
And the strange gift of pragmatism.

It was only much later that the gift found a place in my research. 

A fellow artist was recalling her response to first encountering ‘The Death
of the Author’ by Roland Barthes (1967). 

‘What really worried me,’ she said, ‘was that if you don’t believe in self-
expression – some degree of self-expression – as an artist, you really might
as well give up.’ Much as I had long-revelled in the idea of a textuality
without ‘biography’ – at least as a theory, and/or one which also spoke to
an experience of an-other agency at work in any self-expressive enterprise,
I could see her point. But what really struck me about her protest was the
form it took: the insinuation that it might be useful to believe in ‘self-
expression’, independent of its truth from a ‘realist’ point of view, in
Rorty’s extended usage of the term.

Or maybe it was me who found it useful to regard her protest in this way. No
matter, for I realized that an artist’s theory of the origin of meaning as (far
more) radically diverse (than postmodernism’s and post-structuralism’s),
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must accommodate the notion of an artist’s self-expression. If not on the
grounds of ‘experiential evidence’, then as pragmatism would commend it
as a ‘habit’ for an artist ‘for coping with reality’. Appropriately, enough, my
thesis’ ‘truth regime’ was taking on the character of what it was com-
mending: well, an origin in difference, if not quite diversity.
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The relevance of academic writing in
design education: academic writing 
as a tool for structuring reasons 
Cecilia Häggström School of Design and Craft (HDK),

University of Gothenburg 

Abstract
This paper focuses on the current function of academic writing for design educa-
tion within Sweden. It argues that in its present form academic writing is used
to explain the final result by accounting for the process, but it would be much more
useful to designers if the form were modified to fit the purpose of justifying
a design solution. Interpretations of the academic report as chronologically telling
about the process have, in Swedish design education, resulted in muddled texts
where the final results are absent or hidden in the lengthy description of the
process. The academic report fulfils its function because it is a logical construction.
Its form includes explication of the research-process because this process deter-
mines the reliability and/or validity of the new knowledge arrived at. An excellent
design-process does not, however, guarantee excellent design: a design-solution is
justified only by solving the problem. Adjusted to this purpose, academic writing
could become a useful tool, helping students to grasp which explicit reasons
and grounds may support their definition of the problem, outline how their design
may be a solution to it, and also show where reasons and grounds may prove to be
poor. Writing, in a modified academic form, can become a useful and integrated
tool in design education, primarily if the intellectual skill developed through this
writing is useful also for the practitioner. 

Background: academic writing in design education 
In Sweden at the beginning of the 1970s, design schools which had been
traditionally practice based, became part of the university sector. At this
point they also had to add writing to make them compatible with their new
academic counterparts. This somewhat unfamiliar requirement has been
dealt with in different ways at different schools. Most design schools made
a practical interpretation of the academic report structure as a chronolog-
ical telling about the process and its results. In this interpretation the main
text starts with the context in which the project originates (background);
gives the original idea or questions (problem); accounts for the process of
learning, developing and discovering more about it (method and/or proce-
dure, and the outcome of this); and arrives at a final result (conclusion).
Often a chapter with reflections on the process and the difference between
the original ideas and the final result is added. It seems reasonable that a
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designer should be able to explain this, and that this explicit articulation
ought to help him or her to develop as a designer. So, this is what design
students in Sweden have been taught and asked to do: the final degree
project has to be accompanied by an academic report accounting for the
project in the form of a text. But there has been no clear agreement across
the sector on what a report ideally should look like, and while academic
counterparts have easy and accessible written guidelines for the writing, the
design schools, until recently, did not. Exceptions are The Swedish School
of Textiles at University College, Borås, and the School of Design and Craft
at the University of Gothenburg; both schools have for some years devel-
oped explicit criteria for what should be accomplished in the degree report.
In my own experience the range of report writing has stretched from ama-
teur poetry to very stilted and formal accounts of the process from start to
end. Usually the reports are much too long relative to the depth and com-
plexity of the subject, and also include too much irrelevant information1.
Whether the reports follow a strict academic form or not, they seem to
lack clarity and accordingly are never read properly by anyone. This
prompted the question: why do the design reports become so muddled,
and on what grounds could this form be beneficial to the design practice?
What relevance may the academic form of writing have to design education
and practice? 

Problem: why does the academic form not work
for design projects? 
Even though the academic report structure is well established and func-
tioning in most parts of the university, it is apparent that it does not really
help design students to present their design projects in a distinct and
accessible way. The question investigated here is thus: what is it that
makes this form function so well in the traditional academic world, and
why does it not work for design projects? Could this form be of any value
within design education and practice if we better understood its traditional
function? 

Defining the functional and logical construction 
of an academic report 
If, instead of thinking of the academic report as a chronological account of
a process, we take the function of the structure as our point of departure,
we find that this is a logical construction. It serves to justify a research
result as explicit knowledge worth being acknowledged. Thus, like a chair,
the report’s different parts fulfil their task in relation to the others, so as
to form a solid and convincing whole: new knowledge worth acceptance
as such. 

From a practical point of view I suggest that we stay at the abstract
rhetorical level, and avoid questions about how narrative accounts may or
may not have the role of empirical evidence in a scientific report. Varying
epistemological grounds, in different traditions of research, determine the
kind of content that is accepted as justifying in these functional parts of the
report. One could emphasize this structure as developed for a rhetorical
purpose – as ‘self-justifying and persuasive’ (Wood 1998: 8) – but just as
important is its function in making the grounds for a final conclusion
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the volume of the text
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available for scrutiny. And that implies that it is not only available for a
potential reader, but also for the author him- or herself. 

Since the final result of the traditional academic report is new knowl-
edge, the actual base for the conclusions or understanding reached is what
justifies the result as worthy of acknowledgement. The section accounting
for methods, sources and procedures is thus giving reasons why the result
should be accepted as new or improved knowledge. To justify new conclu-
sions or a new understanding of something, some kind of new data or inter-
pretations have to be presented and made open for critical scrutiny. This
new base, and also how the researcher has produced this new base, is
decisive for how trustworthy the new knowledge is. Thus, to be reasonably
justified, it is necessary that the finishing conclusive part is based on the
investigation and that this base is fully accounted for. To show that this new
knowledge is an original contribution, it is important to outline the con-
text in which the research problem is defined, giving the reader the necessary
understanding to accept the problem as existing, interesting and impor-
tant to solve. The problem defined should fully correspond to the actual
solution reached, and is thus usually the last part written. This correspon-
dence is essential if the report is a logical presentation of results. Thus the
function of the definition is to fully explain the problem that has actually
been solved by the final result. In short, the main function of the academic
report is to present good reasons for acceptance in a logically structured
order. It justifies the solution by accounting for a well-realized research
process, while the problem definition is justified by accounting for its con-
text. The logical relations between the parts determine the seemingly
chronological order: the context is presented first, because this is what jus-
tifies the definition of the problem. The definition of the problem is what
justifies the whole investigation, and the investigation carried out is what
justifies the final result. 

Analysing design-projects as solutions to problems 
The definition of design as a kind of problem-solving activity may be con-
troversial in some fields, so I want to make clear that my intention here is
not to define the essence of design practice. In several design practices, cer-
tainly for many of those based on artistic practice, designers tend to think
directly in solutions. This intuitive creativity may also be an important
part of the artistic skill. However, it does not help the designer in explain-
ing why his or her design is worth acceptance. My intention here is merely
to argue that analysing a design project as a problem solution will enable
us to articulate explicit reasons why a specific design ought to be accepted
as a reasonable solution to a defined problem. And, these explicit reasons
are not to be found in an account of the process. The intention is thus not
to make the final degree report scientific. The purpose is just to make all
relevant reasons and grounds as explicit as possible – also reasons that
may not be based on facts, but rather refer to aesthetic, ethical or even
emotional values. 

I would like to exemplify my argument with simplified accounts of two
Masters students’ reports on their final degree projects. The purpose of
analysing these two cases is not to show how the final degree reports
usually look, but to demonstrate how a modified structure would help to
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put forward the good reasons for accepting the final result. The more typical,
in content less complete, final degree report would require a more specu-
lative analysis, adding non-existing information to the content. The two
reports chosen are both relatively well written and in content unusually
complete. This enables the analysis to be based on information that is
actually present in the text. The first case report is only available in one
copy at the school library and is therefore treated as an anonymous exam-
ple. It is exceptionally complete and contains all necessary information,
though also unnecessary information and all in an ineffective order. This
enables me to show how the same information could be reorganized to
create a more efficient and logically consistent presentation of the project.
The second report is available on the Internet and is therefore accounted
for as a published source. It was chosen because, in spite of being unusu-
ally well organized, due to the chronological telling about the process, it
is typically short of some essential reasons. Analysing the presented
result as a solution to a problem thus implies a good deal of interpretation,
yet a kind of base for this interpretation is actually to be found, displaced,
in the report. 

Case 1: Graphic design 
The first report was selected because it is a very good report, written in the
chronological style of the academic form. The student starts by presenting
what made her interested in graphic design in general and her personal
reasons for choosing to design a specific book by a particular writer. She
then defines the overall problem as ‘to find the best graphic expression for
the specific text of the selected writer’s content and style’. The next section
describes the process: 

• Based on in-depth reading, she interpreted the style of the writer and the
particular qualities of this text 

• She identified how the design of the book should be experienced: airy
and light; almost graceful like the writer’s style; and yet determined
and precise like the intention of this particular text 

• She studied and evaluated different typefaces, and decided on some to
try further 

• She found that fatter typefaces gave a heavy impression due to the
degree of blackness brought by them, and continued with those that
were thinner 

• She wrote an account of how she varied the use of typefaces and how
she perceived the outcome of the variations 

• She found that the space within and between the letters was impor-
tant, and also that some typefaces made a more even, non-directed and
airy impression 

• She continued with careful studies of the text blocks’ placements and
spread on the page, and accounted for her evaluations

• She found that the airiness needed balancing to keep a precise impres-
sion, and that clearly defined text blocks with wider margins gave this
impression 

• In the end she explained in detail why and how the final suggested
design met her set requirements and kept the intended delicate balance. 
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Taken as a whole this report is a well-written text. It leads the reader
through all the steps of the process, has informative headlines and well-
structured paragraphs. It is easy to follow, makes us understand all her
design decisions, and actually seems to present all the good reasons why
we should accept the final design. However, due to the chronological telling,
the defined problem seems to be taken out of the air. It is also a very long
and inefficient text, which seems to report a research process because the
story is also interlaced with her personal learning process. In fact the
writer has gradually learnt to understand both the problem and her solution
more deeply during the process. Based on her in-depth reading she inter-
prets the author’s style as ‘airy and light’ and the intention of this particular
text as ‘determined and precise’, and based on her studies of typefaces
and the layout of text blocks, she finds ways of creating the graphic
qualities that she seeks. 

Now, assuming that this report gains the justifying function of an aca-
demic report, we need to analyse the content with respect to what it sup-
ports. Logically the interpretations of the writer’s style and the text bring a
deeper and more precise understanding of the problem, and accordingly
belong to the background part. When she studies different typefaces she
realises that she must use a thinner type to get a light impression. And
when she tries different thinner types, she realises that the airy quality she
is looking for implies an absence of clear directions created by some type-
faces. She also finds that clearly defined text-blocks with wider margins
create a determined and precise impression. Here she learns to understand
her solution more precisely. In general, the decisive parts of a design process
can be analysed as learning about either the problem or the solution.
Taking all the learning outcomes regarding the problem (and the good
reasons for investing in it) to the background would allow her to present a
both justified and more precise definition of the problem. It could read ‘to
find a graphic expression for the selected writer’s airy and light, almost
elegant, style and the yet determined and precise content of this specific
text written by him’. It would also allow her to present her solution as
actually solving this problem: ‘The thinner typeface which does not create
clear directions keeps the impression light and airy, and the clearly defined
text-blocks simultaneously keep the form determined and precise’. Analysing
the project this way, we are getting closer to having a background that jus-
tifies the definition of the problem, a problem definition that fully describes
the problem, and a presentation of the final result that explicitly shows how
it is a solution to the problem. 

Case 2: Textile design 
The second report, Lene Jul’s ‘Adding Values: Upholstery Concepts for
Automotives using Smart Textiles’, is from The Swedish School of Textiles,
University College of Borås (Jul 2007). It exemplifies a typically mixed form
where the project is partly accounted for as if it was producing knowledge,
though the final result consists of two prototypes. 

The author starts by giving a brief characterization of the innovative
textile field in which the use of new materials brings essentially new prop-
erties and functions to so-called smart textile materials, and how this
development has been applied in innovative car design. The focus of the
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report is on smart textiles in car design and the final result presented con-
sists of two upholstery design prototypes. The aim of the project is ‘to design
upholstery concepts for automotives using smart textiles’ (Jul 2007: 2).
Under the headline ‘Definition’ it is stated that the work will include
research on experts’ views on colour and trim, and that the design is inspired
by water surfaces and Japanese architectural thinking, seeking to bridge
the indoor and outdoor environments. In the background section the author
gives an overview of existing smart materials suited for textile applications,
accounts for her market analysis, identified trends and visions, and finishes
with a consideration of environmental issues. Under the heading ‘Design’,
the process of developing the design is described, with the intention ‘to
describe relevant decision points in the design process’ (Jul 2007: 16).
Here the author states what particular added values this project is concerned
with, and – again – that the design seeks to overcome the distinction between
indoor and outdoor environments, and that water surfaces are a source of
inspiration. The author explains that she decided to continue with the
water surface inspiration because of the positive response she had had on
woven samples, and because water surface features suited the design con-
cept ‘e.g. light reflective, transparency, 3-dimensionality, movement and
change’ (Jul 2007: 17). We learn about her inspiration – how she has
used pictures of water surfaces, and her impressions of and reflections on
a textile art exhibition and four modern dance performances. She also
accounts for relevant parts of the practical experimental work with mate-
rials and techniques to produce woven samples, and what added values
she achieved. In the final section, ‘Selected designs’, there is a quite detailed
description of the two prototypes, their development from evaluated and
reworked or exchanged precursors, and the decisions behind the final
results. Here the major part of the good reasons for why they, in detail,
look as they do, is interlaced with descriptions and explanations of the pro-
totypes’ appearances and functions. Under the heading ‘Result’ the author
simply tells us that the prototypes visualize the exploration of upholstery
concepts and presents pictures of the two prototypes, each accompanied
by a list of added values and a list of used materials. Additional technical
information is given in an appendix. In the finishing ‘Discussion’ she con-
cludes, under the headline ‘Product development’, that, ‘In addition to the
new-market vehicles, new fabrics are needed to “freshen” existing models’
(Jul 2007: 31). 

The contents of this report can be divided into four main parts, the first
being a compilation of existing and available knowledge (which is properly
accounted for in the background part). The second main part is the
author’s own research into the market through personal contacts (the
account of this is not in proper order), the third main part is her own exper-
imental work producing the prototypes, and the fourth part is the extremely
condensed account of the result. Similarily to the first case, the author
learns both about the problem and the solution in the very process of prac-
tical experimental work: she finds both limitations and possibilities for
achieving the intended ‘watery’ surface qualities. The explicit aim of the report
is to produce these prototypes, thus in the following analysis they will be
seen as a solution to a problem and in this way it is possible to identify what
is missing in the report. 
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The two prototypes are original textile materials, bringing possibly new
functions because of their technical properties and visual qualities. I will
here focus on the aesthetic values. They both resemble water surfaces and
display many of the visual qualities of water: the sparkling, the visual depth
or transparency, the light reflecting and the ‘wavy’ structure. It is obvious
that the author has achieved the visual qualities she intended. The watery
character of the textile is supposed to bridge the outdoor and indoor envi-
ronments – but does it, and why would this be desirable? In this matter the
author plainly refers to her sources of inspiration (water surfaces and
thoughts on/in Japanese architecture). As an aesthetic solution these qual-
ities thus seem arbitrary. What are the reasons for them? A simple explana-
tion not given in the report is that bringing a watery, wet character to an
indoor surface may be understood as bringing typically outdoor qualities
indoors, just because the essence of an indoor environment is that it is dry.
To have wet, glittering surfaces on the inside of, for example, a car would
probably decrease the indoor character of it, at least on a rainy day. But
what kind of problem would that solve? The author did get a positive
response to her woven samples, so we may here assume that the wet and
sparkling textile would be attractive for the automotive industry, but why?
Shiny, glittering and otherwise spectacular surfaces, visually behaving in
previously not- experienced ways, may in themselves be attractive because
they bring a sense of futuristic or innovative design to an object. Interpreted
this way the prototypes would represent an obvious solution to the problem
of a desired aesthetic novelty of automotive upholstery, perhaps also in
combination with a desire for a discreet luxurious glitter. 

According to my interpretation the two prototypes are obvious solu-
tions to the existing problem of novelty, as is actually pointed out by the
author in the finishing discussion, while the sources of inspiration referred
to have no justifying function for them as a solution to a problem. Thus we
can here see how the chronological telling about the process may mislead
the author to present the result as seemingly arbitrary, instead of as a solu-
tion to an actual problem. 

Conclusion: justification of design and relevance 
of the academic form 
Most of the contents of both final degree design reports should logically be
part of the background or of the account of the final result, while the orig-
inal-process-accounting contents have no logical function and thus should
be removed. Some may now think: what about the process then? In actu-
ality it has no logical place if the report is to justify the final result:
a design solution is justified merely by solving the defined problem. No matter
how careful the studies the designer has made, or how many mode boards
or vivid brainstorms have been done, these just prove the designer has
done a lot of work, which in itself is no guarantee of high- quality results.
Whatever the designer has done, the process in itself does not bring good
reasons for accepting the final design. However, a solid background giving
explicit reasons for a precise definition of the problem can indirectly justify
the design. Any design may also be justified by a reliable evaluation that
proves that the design actually solves the defined problem, as long as it does
so. In the first case the description of how the typefaces and text-block layout
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create the intended expression is reasonably convincing, and so is the
more detailed description of the qualities and functions achieved in the
two prototypes in the second case. That a design result is justified only by
solving the defined problem is the essential difference between justification
of knowledge and justification of design. 

The different grounds of justification are what make chronological
design reports so muddled. They seem to be following an academic pat-
tern, but the different parts of the text have no logical interrelations and
the report in itself has no clear function. To the students they often
appear to be a twisted exercise in writing for its own sake. If we take the
justifying function of the academic report to be the purpose of writing
reports in design, we should accordingly modify the traditional form, so
that it can fulfil its rational aim. This simply implies omitting the account
of the procedure, and instead letting the report jump directly from the
definition of the problem to its solution. The relevant learning from the
process is instead worked into the remaining parts. To not interfere with
the flow of the text, extensive supporting accounts of how new knowl-
edge has been achieved (e.g. through analysis, observations, interviews,
sketching or prototype testing) may be given in the appendix, and referred
to as sources in the main text. In this way the report form could become
a very useful tool, helping the students to analyse and grasp which explicit
reasons and grounds may support their definition of the problem, and
which ones may support their design being a solution to it. It may help
them as designers to present and explain their design convincingly. It
may also help them to be aware of how solid their explicit justification of
the problem is; where and if the background section needs some filling in
or reinforcement, or whether their design is better justified with a reliable
evaluation (as when the defined problem is easily accepted). It may help
the designer to be aware of the presupposed grounds for acceptance of the
problem definition, including possible aesthetic, ethical or emotional
grounds, which may or may not be embraced by the client or the poten-
tial user. This way of making explicit the reasons and grounds for the
design may even help the student to realize whether a design is actually
based on misconceptions or a prejudiced understanding of a situation. If
we expect future designers to work more in interdisciplinary expert
teams, the ability to explain and give good reasons for their suggestions
also becomes important for justifying the designer’s role as a profession.
Therefore, with the suggested modification, the academic form of writing is
clearly relevant to design education, primarily because the analytical
structuring skill that is developed through it ought to be useful also for
the practitioner. 

Discussion: future evaluation and the omitted storytelling 
After reaching this rational and purposeful idea about how and why an
academic form of the design report is relevant, in spring 2008 this form is
being implemented for the Masters-level report at the School of Design and
Craft at the University of Gothenburg. The students now starting to write
their final degree reports, however, are trained in writing chronologically,
so this process will most probably not be without difficulties. However,
when introduced to the form and purpose, most of those students understood
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the point and many of them believe it will make the writing process easier.
At a synopsis seminar held in February, one student stated that: ‘This
structure has really helped me to understand my own project’. That would
indeed be the ideal outcome. In the end we also have to evaluate the qual-
ity of reports, but this personal experience of grasping ones own project is
perhaps an even more important result. This year’s students have to
rethink more thoroughly than previous students who had been trained to
write in this form, so they are bound to encounter some problems. Still,
precisely because they are trained in another way of writing, they might
be the perfect group to evaluate what difference this form will make to
their own thinking. I hope to come back later with a brief evaluation of the
outcome from this process. 

A problem some may see with the introduction of this rational acad-
emic writing is that it omits the telling about the process. Still, design is
practice, and becoming a designer implies not only being educated and
learning skills, but also developing some artistic and personal maturity.
As John Wood argues: ‘the rigour of logic is not enough’ (Wood 1998: 8).
At Swedish design schools there is a strong belief that the written
reflection on the process is valuable for personal development into the
professional role. Telling stories, or anecdotes, about this process seems
to be a part of the traditional form of teaching within different practices,
from horse riding to fine arts, and also within science – though seldom
recognized, this is a legitimate part of the teaching. This storytelling,
even though it may sometimes include authoritarian streaks, may be
essential to any practice. Writing and reflecting on the process ought to
help the designer to more consciously direct his/her personal development.
However, in my experience, most attempts to make our design students
reflect on their creative process in text format results in texts as muddled
as those trying to force a design project into the traditional academic
form. If the function and ideal form of this storytelling could be better
understood, this could also become a more refined and purposeful didac-
tic tool. This is not to suggest that a narrative form could be an alterna-
tive to the logical form. It may be a complementary way of working with
writing – with a different function but perhaps as valuable for the prac-
titioner. My point here is thus: that even though the logical form of an aca-
demic design report may be the perfect one to help the designer to bring
forth explicit reasons for his/her design, this implies a qualitative exten-
sion of the designer’s traditional skill. We may add another refined skill
to the designer’s competence, but we can most probably not use it to
replace other established ways of talking and writing. However, if telling
about the process is to be a part of tutored education and efficiently used
as a didactic tool, I believe we need a more explicit concept of the practi-
cal learning process and the role of storytelling in it. To be able to advise
students and help them develop useful skills in reflective writing, we need
a more detailed idea of the function and purpose of writing about the
process. If process-reflective writing were to become purposeful, we
would also need to understand the functional parts of this form of writ-
ing. More precisely what in the process should they become aware of and
why? Without this understanding, we can only help them with style, spelling
and grammar.
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Unnatural fact: the fictions 
of Robert Smithson 
Dr Duncan White Central Saint Martins School of Art and Design

Abstract
Robert Smithson is an influential figure in the history of contemporary writing in
creative practice. Indebted as his work is to Lewis Carroll, Edgar Allan Poe,
Vladimir Nabakov and Antonin Artaud this paper will argue for a distinctly liter-
ary examination of Robert Smithson’s art. Smithson is best known for his earth-
works such as The Spiral Jetty (1972) and Asphalt Rundown (1969) in which
he offsets cultural and natural forms of production. Yet Smithson’s ‘site-specific’
practice must be situated in terms of his textual approach. By focusing on aspects of
Smithson’s writing which call into question mediation, representation, mimesis
and documentary, the paper will demonstrate how, throughout Smithson’s
approach, writing is a means of unsettling the cultural and the textual space of art
production. Texts such as ‘A Museum of Language in the Vicinity of Art’ (1968),
‘The Spiral Jetty’ (1969) and ‘A Tour of the Monuments of Passaic’ (1967) are
written in correspondence with artworks as a means of relocating the place of pro-
duction with the reader. ‘The Spiral Jetty’ essay, for instance, which combines
aspects of photography, documentary and film-making stages the Jetty’s produc-
tion by drawing attention to its form as a textual, cultural and factual production.
The paper will argue, as indeed Smithson’s obsessively essayistic reportage seems
to acknowledge, that The Spiral Jetty is a matter of writing. Emblematic of
Smithson’s work with site-specificity more broadly, the paper will argue that the
earthwork exists most fully in the correspondence between writing and fact.

Robert Smithson is a seminal figure in the history of conceptual art. The
Spiral Jetty (1972), Smithson’s major earthwork, enjoys iconic status as a
masterpiece of the site-specific tradition. Yet The Spiral Jetty, more often
reported on than seen directly, exists at least in part as a condition of docu-
mentary. With writing at the heart of his practice Smithson himself has
instigated this form of reporting as seeing. The essay ‘The Spiral Jetty’, writ-
ten in 1972 a year before Smithson is killed in an aeroplane accident, is an
important document of conceptual practice and is one of a number of texts
that attempt to de-centre the cultural production of art. Smithson’s other
key writings stem from a period of roughly five years between 1967 and
1972 (Flam 1996).1 With ‘A Tour of the Monuments of Passaic, New Jersey’
written in 1967 and the publication the following year of ‘A Museum of
Language in the Vicinity of Art’ Smithson begins to demonstrate the variety
and scope of an increasingly writerly practice. This paper will consider the
textual construction of Smithson’s earthworks by evaluating the role of his
documentary reportage (the ‘factual account’) as a site of art production. 
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Reading The Spiral Jetty
The Spiral Jetty’s field of experience is defined by inaccessibility. Well removed
from the cosmopolitan settings of contemporary American art institutions
and beyond the reach of accessible roads, visiting the site, as Smithson con-
cedes, is of ‘doubtful probability.’2 Instead the Jetty is accessed in writing.
Smithson’s textual account intervenes in the place of a more material
encounter, creating a tension between the very heavy reality of the Jetty
and the lightness of its reception. This is perhaps implicit in Craig Owens’
observation that The Spiral Jetty is a textual construction: ‘that Smithson
has transformed the visual field into a textual one represents one of the
most significant aesthetic “events” of our decade’ (Owens 1992: 42). This is
not to say, however, that the text is a cancellation of the object, the two
should be considered in relation as a form of correspondence more familiar
to the documentary tradition. The Spiral Jetty as document and art object is
an expression of what James Agee calls ‘actuality’ or the relationship
between actual experience and the representation of actual experience
(Agee 2001). For Smithson the documentary account is not separate from
the field of investigation and representation but is a part of it. The actuality
of The Spiral Jetty is, for Smithson, a question of documentation as an act of
correspondence; Smithson’s texts exist in correspondence with the cultural
material of representation, an unstable and contingent medium more com-
monly associated with permanence and truth.

Magazine as cultural production
As a canvas for this correspondence Smithson, like Dan Graham and other
artists of the time, employs the magazine. The published writings appeared
in Artforum and Art International. The reading experience associated with
magazines – one of leisure and pastime, an undirected reading pattern
interrupted by mass-produced images and an arbitrary movement back
and forth (in and out) rather than a linear passage of beginning, middle
and end – appears to influence Smithson’s style and qualifies the type of
folding or self-reflection in his work. As will be shown, what makes the
magazine form attractive to Smithson is its transient and ephemeral form.
It provides an uncertain support for his ideas, identifying his writing with
a literary tradition that acts according to its displacement. Here for
instance is one moment of disassembly in ‘The Spiral Jetty’:

The preceding paragraphs refer to a ‘scale of centres’ that could be

disentangled as follows:

(a) ion source of cyclotron

(b) a nucleus

(c) dislocation point

(d) a wooden stake in the mud

(e) axis of helicopter propeller

(f) James Joyce’s ear channel

(g) The Sun

(h) A hole in the film reel

Spinning off this uncertain scale of centres would be an equally uncertain

‘scale of edges’:
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(a) particles

(b) protoplasmic solutions

(c) dizziness

(d) ripples

(e) flashes of light

(f) sections

(g) foot steps

(h) pink water

The equation of my language remains unstable, a shifting set of coordinates,

an arrangement of variables spilling into surds. My equation is as clear as

mud – a muddy spiral. 

(Flam 1996: 150) 

It is this insistent referring back-and-forth, spiralling and destabilizing that
characterizes Smithson’s key writings. Smithson introduces an earlier essay,
‘A Museum of Language in the Vicinity of Art’ (published in Art International
in 1968), by testifying to a similar instability:

The following is a mirror structure of macro and micro orders, reflections,

critical Laputans, and dangerous stairways of words, a shaky edifice of fictions

that hangs over inverse syntactical arrangements…coherences that vanish

into quasiexactitudes and sublunary and translunary principles. 

(Flam 1996: 78) 

The mirror properties of reflection and refraction, a consistently seductive
presence in Smithson’s work might be thought of as a system of reference
and quotation, an openly constructed cultural context rather than a verifi-
able reality. Smithson’s use of quotation is ambivalent. Arguably it provides a
literary and cultural context in which appropriation becomes an organizing
principle, one that may suggest an inherent order in the canonical or received
tradition. Yet Smithson’s use of quotation differs, say, from early modernist
systems of reference that infer a prejudice for archaic authorities. For
instance the Latin and Hellenic coding in the poetry of Eliot and Pound
(and, at times, Joyce). Apparently random, the form assembled from found
texts is often one of barely coherent field notes compiled in drafts rather
than as finished products. To read Smithson’s work is to be involved in an
act of production. Openly drawing direct attention to the disparate array of
sources it is possible to note the artificial arrangement, or stage-setting, in
Smithson’s work. Quotation is used to highlight the fiction of its embedd-
edness, reminiscent of Peter Bürger’s conception of the non-organic in avant-
garde traditions. In the organic work of art, that of symbolist illusionism,
the unity of the work (its non-problematic relation to the viewer) is
assumed to exist without mediation. In the non-organic work the unity is
openly mediated. Art can be produced only in terms of how it is received,
that is to say, only in terms of mediation: 

The organic work of art seeks to make unrecognisable the fact that it has

been made. The opposite holds true for the avant-gardiste work: it proclaims

itself an artificial construct, an artefact. 

(Burger 1984: 54)
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For Smithson, media and material are one and the same; utilized as part of
a non-organic contingency. The essay, ‘A Museum of Language in the
Vicinity of Art’ positions itself as a review of artists’ writing at the time
and employs a mock documentary style dedicated to its status as an artifi-
cial construct, or artefact.3

The language of the artists and critics referred to in this article becomes para-

digmatic, reflections in a looking-glass Babel that is fabricated according to

Pascal’s remark, ‘Nature is an infinite sphere, whose center is everywhere and

whose circumference is nowhere.’ The entire article may be viewed as a varia-

tion on that much misused remark; or as a monstrous ‘museum’ constructed

out of multi-faceted surfaces that refer, not to one subject but to many subjects

within a single building of words – a brick = a word, a sentence = a room, a

paragraph = a floor of rooms, etc. Or language becomes an infinite museum, whose
center is everywhere and whose limits are nowhere. (Italics in the original) 

(Flam 1996: 71)

In a collage-like collection of quotes, illustrations and speculative sugges-
tions, Smithson’s ‘textual analysis’ is drawn to the variety of ‘textual
uncertainties’ that define the work of contemporaries such as Donald
Judd, Ed Ruscha and Sol LeWitt, in terms of the material of failure.4 The
films of Andy Warhol, for instance, are revered precisely because their
‘language has no force’:

It’s not very convincing – all the pornographic preoccupations collapse into

verbal deposits, or… ‘degenerative information’. Warhol’s syntax forces an

artifice of sadomasochism that mimics its supposed ‘reality’. Even his sur-

faces destroy themselves. 

(Flam 1996: 82) 

It is the self-destructive, the throwaway and the ephemeral that charac-
terize Smithson’s sense of the non-organic. LeWitt’s handwriting, in an
announcement for an exhibition at the Dawn Gallery, Los Angeles, 1967,
is ‘like getting words caught in your eyes’ and so takes its place in the
‘museum of language’ (Flam 1996: 80). Likewise, Ruscha’s book Royal
Road Test (1967) which documents the unhappy fate of a Royal (Model X)
typewriter thrown from a speeding 1963 Buick on a ‘perfect’ day in
August 1966, is included as a book ‘carrying within itself the seeds of its
own destruction’ (Flam 1996: 83). In this way Smithson documents the
un-seeable and replaces the gallery or the museum with textual presenta-
tion in an attempt to displace the centre of cultural authority with an
openly contingent value system or cultural context. 

Smithson also includes the work of Dan Graham. Well known for his
use of magazines and print advertising space, Graham’s ability to ‘read the
language of buildings’ informs Smithson’s conception of the museum as
an architecture of fiction; an anxious space in which the document is
more real than the reality it purports to document (Flam 1996: 82). Here
Smithson is referring to Graham’s magazine piece ‘Homes for America’
originally published in Arts Magazine in 1966 (Wallis 1993: 14–21).
Graham presents photographs of purpose-built tract housing developments
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in Jersey City as well as statistics and interviews acquired ‘in the field’ in
order to document the effect of the ‘technologies of mass-production’ and
models of ‘land-use economics’ on the living environment of American
suburbs. Graham appears to detect in this apparently new relationship
between production and reception (or, more specifically, between architect
and inhabitant) an analogue to the aesthetic position, or point of view, of
the artist. The artist is, like the architect, subordinate to the technologies
of reproduction that repeat designs and materials irrespective of the local
environment. The architect/artist is as such denied the ‘unique role’ asso-
ciated with the cultural authority of the individual producer (again, con-
ventionally associated with the architect or artist):

Contingencies such as mass-production technology and land-use economics

make the final decisions, denying the architect his former ‘unique’ role.

Developments stand in an altered relationship to their environment. Designed

to fill in ‘dead’ land areas, the houses needn’t adapt to or attempt to withstand

nature. There is no organic unity connecting the land site and the home. Both

are without roots – separate parts in a larger, predetermined, synthetic order. 

(Wallis 1993: 21) 

As part of this position in terms of reception and production, Graham uses
the magazine format in order to inhabit this territory of disconnection; a
territory he identifies implicitly as a process of description and mediation, a
process that otherwise accommodates the disunity of home and land-site.
It is here that he locates his ‘earthworks’. Yet Graham also emphasizes the
uncertainty or the contingency of the artist assuming this role through
the very medium he employs in order to communicate his message – namely
the throwaway and ephemeral medium of magazine publication. Indeed, the
organic unity he alludes to may in itself be a construction of description and
mediation and is perhaps attested to (through form) by positioning the art
work within the transient permutations of the magazine rather than the per-
manent or culturally secure realm of the museum or gallery. Magazine and
gallery are juxtaposed in this way in order, arguably, to challenge the estab-
lished conventions of the art world as a system of language. As Smithson
points out, paraphrasing Graham: ‘The “block houses” of the post-war
suburbs communicate their “dead” land areas or ‘sites’ in the manner of a
linguistic permutation’ (Flam 1996: 82). Thus the relationship between lan-
guage and space is challenged in order to call into question the relationship
between production and reception as prearranged, built into what Smithson
calls ‘an architecture of fiction’ (Flam 1996: 84). 

The ‘linguistic permutations’ of Smithson and Graham open up the
question of textuality and the mediation of space. There is a sense that
both artists are attempting to occupy the space between production and
reception as a space which is not fixed but is instead a shifting representa-
tional process. This is certainly the driving force behind Smithson’s
famous binary of ‘site and non-site’ which underpins his understanding of
earthworks as a form of art production: 

In a sense my non-sites are rooms within rooms. Recovery from the outer

fringes brings one back to the central point…The scale between indoors and
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outdoors and how the two are impossible to bridge…What you are really

confronted with in the non-site is the absence of the site. It is a contradiction

rather than an expansion of scale. One is confronted with a very ponderous,

weighty absence. 

(Flam 1996: 234)

The field of representation, identified by Smithson as a relationship
between art histories and the ways in which art histories are reported
upon, is wide. As Smithson notes, it includes all of the elements of mass
media (books, magazines, newspapers, radio, television – to these might
be added direct and outdoor advertising, film and later the Internet), as
well as being a field of representation, or territory, that includes direct
experience, or the ‘being there’, of everyday life. The scope and pervasive-
ness of representation informs the position of the artist constructing rep-
resentations in a field of representation and leads not just towards a
discussion of texts (or written language) as a means of occupying this ter-
ritory of representation but towards the discussion of what is meant by
textual practice. 

Smithson’s fictions
Interestingly Smithson draws on a literary tradition in order to navigate
this field of representation. The fictional gesture is most explicit in his
piece, ‘A Sedimentation of the Mind: Earth Projects’ (Artforum 1968)
which is in many ways a straightforward, even journalistic, account of the
fashion for earthworks, in which Smithson makes explicit reference to
Edgar Allen Poe’s novel The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym (1994). He does
so in order to demonstrate the nature of a conception of fieldwork that
‘muddies’ the distinction between real and non-real, or site and non-site.
In this piece, Smithson suggests that the cultural geographer’s anxiety
over fieldwork and representation has always been manifest in the opera-
tion of fiction:

Poe’s The Narrative of A. Gordon Pym seems to me an excellent art criticism

and prototype for rigorous non-site investigations. ‘Nothing worth mention-

ing occurred during the next twenty-four hours except that, in examining

the ground to the eastward third chasm, we found two triangular holes of

great depth, and also with black granite sides.’ His descriptions of chasms

and holes seem to verge on proposals for ‘earthwords’. The shapes of the

chasms themselves become ‘verbal roots’ that spell out the difference

between darkness and light. Poe ends his mental maze with the sentence –

‘I have graven it within the hills and my vengeance upon the dust within

the rock.’ 

(Flam 1996: 108)

In his book on the shifting critical and cultural reception of Poe’s The
Narrative of A. Gordon Pym (the text provocatively defined in the manner of
an art object, according to a system of framing), Ronald C. Harvey notes
the post-structuralist approach to Pym that re-qualifies a text dismissed by
many as Poe’s least important work and no doubt mirrors something of
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Smithson’s evaluation of the novel. According to Harvey, Pym appeals to
scholars in the 1970s because: 

Its self-referentiality, in the form of metaphors of scripting that effectively

textualise the landscape, interrogate the nature of representation. At the

same time its confused claims of authorship and grounds of authority among

the multiple narrators places selfhood in a relative position to language.

Modernist readings of Poe recognise that legibility, the very condition for

reading the text, exists as a core theme within the book, with basic

epistemological implications. 

(Harvey 1998: 138)

As a novel re-negotiated and re-interpreted as being somewhere between
accident and hoax, Smithson’s allusion to Pym is demonstrative of the
textual operation that defines his sense of fieldwork. The illegibility that
defines his distinction between site and non-site actively displaces the
field by alluding to the role played by reading in the form of everyday
experience and perception. It is not by accident that Smithson cites a
novel very much in the genre of imaginary travel, adventure and the
encounter of alien tongues, nor is it by accident that Poe makes so many
of the textual errors that his contemporaries deride. Plot lines are left
incomplete, characters disappear (and reappear even once they have
been killed off ), and personalities warp in and out of recognition. The
novel itself remains radically incomplete as the apparent death of Pym
the narrator leaves the meta-narrator and author, Poe (who is excused
at the outset), to make the most of traces of narrative fragments. This
mistaken machination of the narrator appears to organize the very
nature of the narrative and, as with Smithson’s writing, guides the
nature of its operation. 

With its shifts and active unsettling, it is perhaps the novel’s uncer-
tain authorial point of view that most appeals to Smithson. In the intro-
ductory note the novel is framed and then re-framed in terms of a
material textual encounter as Pym acknowledges the efforts of ‘Mr Poe’
and the part he plays in the writing and publication of the opening
chapters in the Southern Messenger, a magazine Poe edits in 1836 until
he is fired in 1837 for alcoholism. According to Pym, Poe ‘proposed that
I should allow him to draw up, in his own words, a narrative of the ear-
lier portion of my adventures, from facts afforded by myself, publishing
it …under the garb of fiction’ (My italics) (Poe 1994: 4). Writing, memory,
experience and truth are each intensely fictionalized in the manner of a
throwaway hoax:

Among those gentlemen in Virginia who expressed the greatest interest in my

statement…was Mr Poe, lately editor of the ‘Southern Messenger’…He strongly

advised me, among others, to prepare at once a full account of what I had seen

and undergone… insisting, with great plausibility, that however roughly, as

regards mere authorship, my book should be got up, its very uncouthness, if

there were any, would give it all the better chance of being received as truth. 

(Poe 1994: 4)
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The rough unreliability of Pym’s account ‘of what I had seen and undergone’
is the condition under which Poe establishes a textual field that frames the
peculiar reception of his text. Poe and Smithson, in this sense, have a lot in
common; both authors arrange a fiction of the mediated – a decoy embody-
ing the ‘reception of truth’. Both authors are preoccupied by a fiction of see-
ing or, more to the point, not seeing. Magazine publishing, authorship, and
documentation are each used in order to textualize the perennial hoax that
(as with The Spiral Jetty) at the centre of the fiction there ‘exists’ an experience
defined only in terms of its irrevocable lack or absence. This absence defines
the suspect legibility that impacts radically upon the text. 

Indeed, the subject and theme of legibility is broached on many occa-
sions in Poe’s novel and in each event there is the suggestion that Poe
understands ‘reading’ and ‘seeing’ to be mutual equivalents (Flam 1996:
153). Pym’s repeated failure to decipher found hieroglyphs, and the
blindness of the whaler’s hold in which Pym attempts to read the torn
fragments of a note scrawled in blood by his sea-faring companion,
Augustus, undermine Pym’s ideological eyeglass; he can reflect nothing
but his own inadequacy, something that might aid an understanding of
Smithson’s sense of the fictional and ‘anti-vision’ (as before). As if he is
himself a mirror displacement, all Pym is able to reflect is his tawdry failure
to reflect. Rather than represented, experience is framed in terms of its
strategy for interpretation. ‘The imaginary and the factual, the fantastic
and the verisimilar’ (as before) blend into a ‘poetics of geography’ (as before)
that explode the field defined in terms of a distinction between the real
and the unreal, the site and the non-site. Instead, Smithson’s textual
operations, as with those of Poe’s Pym, employ the waste products of this
‘naturalisation’ (of the field) and form a ‘range of convergence’ (as before).
The ‘real’ and the ‘unreal’ are muddied according to a ‘course of hazards,
a double path made up of signs, photographs and maps that belong to
both sides of the dialectic at once’; both ‘are present and absent at the
same time’ (as before).

This ‘range of convergence’, relegated to a footnote in ‘The Spiral Jetty’
essay, in which real and unreal, present and absent fail to correspond, is
further emphasized by the nonsensical hoax of another important quo-
tation. The authorial uncertainty of the Poe/Pym paradigm is illustrated
by the Bellman’s map of Lewis Carroll’s The Hunting of the Snark (1876)
which the reader finds embedded in the collage-text, ‘Museum of
Language in the Vicinity of Art’: 

He had bought a large map representing the sea,

Without the least vestige of land:

And the crew were much pleased when they found it to be

A map they could all understand.

‘A perfect and absolute blank!’ 

(Flam 1996: 93)

The Bellman’s ‘map’ should help to further understand the nonsensical ploy
of Smithson’s ‘dialectical’ construct ‘Site and Non-Site’. The map, which
might otherwise be used to point out the real locations of earthworks such as
The Spiral Jetty, is a recurring discrepancy in Smithson’s writing. His mapping
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of Passaic, New Jersey for instance, is ‘negative’ (Flam 1996: 72).  ‘Passaic
is full of holes’ and so the maps Smithson uses in his collages (as illustra-
tions ‘embedded’ in his writing) become, in a sense, the coordination of
these ‘holes’ (Flam 1996: 72).5 As with the Bellman’s map in Carroll’s
Snark, the production or reproduction of its sense involves a disqualification
of logic (nonsense) in the material correspondence of the map (the text) and
the representation of experience (place):
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5. Passaic seems full of
holes compared to
New York City, which
seems tightly packed
and solid, and those
holes, in a sense, are
the monumental
vacancies that define,
without trying, the
memory-traces of 
an abandoned set of
futures.’  Using the
map as a series of
holes, Smithson
attempts to ‘read’ the
material monuments
of absence that 
proliferate there –
generally the detritus
of the industrial/
suburban landscape.

Figure 1: The Bellman’s Map from The Hunting of the Snark.

Carroll invents two versions of the ideal map. One is an ‘absolute blank’,
the other is the equivalent of life; one that contains nothing, the other
everything. Smithson notes them both, including a photocopy of the
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Bellman’s map in his essay, as well as quoting from Carroll’s Sylvie and
Bruno Concluded (1893), where ‘a German professor tells how his country’s
cartographers experimented with larger and larger maps until finally they
made one with a scale of a mile to a mile’: 

It has never been spread out, yet. The farmers objected: they said it would

cover the whole country, and shut out the sunlight! So now we use the coun-

try itself, as its own map, and I assure you it does nearly as well. 

(Flam 1996: 93)

The ‘country’ becomes its equivalent. Like the mirror, the map is informed
by this notion of the equivalent, or at least the will to formalize a very par-
ticular relationship with space that positions the reader/writer inside and
outside at once. In the case of Smithson’s sense of mapping, one he openly
borrows from Carroll, experience and reading are organized and re-organized
around a fictional correspondence of positions (holes). According to these
uncertain coordinates of correspondence, rather than placement (cultural,
ideological, aesthetic or otherwise), the map functions in terms of the
nature of its (material) displacement:

From Theatrum Orbis Terrarum of Orrelius (1570) to the ‘paint’-clogged maps

of Jasper Johns, the map has exercised a fascination over the minds of artists.

A cartography of uninhabitable places seems to be developing – complete

with decoy diagrams, abstract grid systems made of stone and tape (Carl

Andre and Sol Le Witt), and electronic ‘mosaic’ photomaps from NASA.

Gallery floors are being turned into parallels and meridians. [Carl] Andre…
covered an entire floor with a ‘map’ that people walked on – rectangular

sunken ‘islands’ were arranged in a regular order. Maps are becoming

immense, heavy quadrangles, topographic limits that are emblems of perpetu-

ity, interminable grid coordinates without Equators and Tropic Zones. 

(Flam 1996: 92)

Accordingly, each of Smithson’s fictions acts as a map, but a map that
operates in the manner of a corresponding absence – a mapping operation
conducted in terms of its ever-absent point of reference. Representation,
for Smithson, is defined by this shifting play of absence, and figures heav-
ily in his hoax-dichotomy of ‘site’ and ‘non-site’. 

Sites as non-sites
From around 1968, ‘non-sites’ are a prominent preoccupation in
Smithson’s work and often take the form of small floor-standing sculptures
made to occupy gallery spaces. In the text, ‘A Sedimentation of the Mind:
Earth Projects’ (1968), in which Smithson directly associates his fictional
constructions with those of Edgar Allen Poe, he describes the production of a
‘non-site’. As with the mediation surrounding The Spiral Jetty, the non-site is
born out of an enigmatic sense of material experience. Visiting slate quarries
in Pennsylvania in June 1968, Smithson (accompanied by his wife, Nancy
Holt, as well as Virginia Dawn and Dan Graham) subjects himself to a land-
scape where ‘all boundaries and distinctions lost their meaning in this ocean
of slate’ (Flam 1996: 110). As with Pym’s oceanic mist of unknowing, up is
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down and down is up: ‘the brittleness of the site seemed to swarm around
one, causing a sense of displacement’ (Flam 1996: 110–111). In response,
and in the guise of a perverse form of fieldwork, he ‘collected a canvas bag of
slate chips for a small Non-site’ (original emphasis) (Flam 1996: 111).
Balanced precariously between the outcrops of industrial materialism and
the white gallery space, it is hard not to associate this nullified form of
abstracted and yet material documentation with the disposable notion of
written media. The map and its scale of representation might, after all, best
exemplify the inept relation of ‘site’ and ‘non-site’. As Smithson puts it:

I have developed the Non-Site, which in a physical way contains the disrup-

tion of the site. The container is in a sense a fragment itself, something that

would be called a three-dimensional map… it actually exists as a fragment of

a greater fragmentation. It is a three-dimensional perspective that has broken

away from the whole, while containing the lack of its own containment.

There are no mysteries in these vestiges, no traces of an end or beginning. 

(Emphasis in original; Flam 1996: 111)

Later, in the near-redundancy of a footnote Smithson includes in ‘The Spiral
Jetty’ text, he lays out the ‘Dialectic of Site and Non-Site’ in these terms:

Site Non-site
1. Open Limits Closed Limits

2. A Series of Points An Array of Matter

3. Outer Coordinates Inner Coordinates

4. Subtraction Addition

5. Indeterminate Determinate

Certainty Uncertainty

6. Scattered Contained

Information Information

7. Reflection Mirror

8. Edge Centre

9. Some Place No Place

(physical) (abstract)

10. Many One 

(Flam 1996: 152)

That Smithson constructs a series of reference points that fail to corre-
spond is not only signalled by the type of problematic binary of ‘field’ and
‘representation’, but also by the embedded inclusion of Carroll’s ‘absolute
blank’. Framed in terms of an irrevocable absence as a site of disappear-
ance or ‘blank’, coordinates such as ‘place’ and ‘no place’ form a collapsible
binary (‘an equation as clear as mud’) in which the non-site (the map – a
textual matter rather than the ‘non-place’ figured in the arguments of
Marc Augé) can only ever exist as a hoax, a mistaken machination of an
uninhabitable (un-representable) ‘site’. What matters here are the by-
products or side effects of this fictional equation. The result is a littering of
empty containers and redundant perspectives; ‘texts’, or ‘containers’ such
as maps, photographs, and collections of rock are the entropic deposits
that accumulate according to the form of its mediation – its true site of
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production. This is perhaps the most provocative aspect of Smithson’s
work. The oppositional status of his texts (in terms of the ‘experience’ of
the earthworks) is derived, as in Carroll’s fictional map, from a failed cor-
respondence that frames this employment of textual mediation. The map
becomes an active displacement in its failure to correspond.

Artaud: non-correspondence and the text
Smithson’s interest in failed correspondence is perhaps best illuminated in
light of another of his key citations, Antonin Artaud. The act of corre-
spondence is at the heart of Artaud’s work and provides a useful analogy
if we are to agree that the actuality of The Spiral Jetty is in its written
account. Artaud’s work is framed by two series of letters, those of his
correspondence with Jacques Rivière in 1923–4 and his letters, written
not long before his death, from the asylum in Rodez where he is held for
much of the Occupation.6 Among a disparate, and elliptically broken body
of work (much of which is lost or destroyed due to the very nature of
Artaud’s craft), Artaud seizes upon letter writing as a means of examining
himself and the non-correspondence of writing. Similarly, in Smithson’s
work, experience and representation are inseparable to such an extent
that the author writes in correspondence with the absence of The Spiral
Jetty. Albeit an absence endowed with very material dimensions where, in
Maurice Blanchot’s words, the essay is a correspondence with ‘something
that fails to exist’ (Blanchot 1982).7

In his work on Artaud, Blanchot pays close attention to the ‘corre-
spondence’ between Artaud and Jacques Rivière (Holland 1995: 53–62).
At the heart of Artaud’s correspondence with Rivière is an insolvent mis-
understanding (Hirschman 1965).8 In 1923, when he is twenty-seven,
Artaud submits a handful of poems to the Nouvelle Revue Française of
which Rivière is then the editor. Rivière rejects the poems, but they stir
enough of the editor’s interest in Artaud for him ‘to wish to make the
acquaintance of their author’ (Hirschman 1965: 7). Unable to accept, not
necessarily their rejection, but certainly the susceptible matter of their
existence, Artaud then attempts to account for his attachment to, indeed,
the very materialization of these poems in spite of their apparently ‘defec-
tive’ and ‘abortive’ shortcomings. An imbalanced correspondence ensues
in which on the one hand Artaud is able to, within the personal remit of
the letter, that is from out of life itself, interrogate the nature of his writing,
while on the other Rivière, somewhat inadvisably, attempts to reassure
Artaud ‘that the future will bring the coherence which he lacks’ both
poetically and mentally (Holland 1995: 130). 

What makes this process so enticing in terms of the discussion of
Smithson’s writing is the very value that is attached to the abortive and
defective nature of these texts as a representative process in itself. The
‘failure’ of the submitted poems to either correspond with Rivière’s sense
of publishable poetry, or with Artaud’s physical struggle with the nature
of his own ‘thought’, is that which informs and defines entirely the status and
the operation of Artaud’s ‘texts’. The obvious ‘anomaly’ that so intrigues
Blanchot and throws light on Smithson’s peculiar form of ‘fiction-making’, is
the manner in which the text, the very poems that generated the event in the
first place, are dissolved as matter might be into their flawed correspondence.9
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6. John Ashbery notes
the significance of 
this marking out of
Artaud’s career:  ‘The
essence of Artaud
appears first in the
letters’ (Ritchie 
2004: 26).
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‘to write is to produce
the absence of the
work (worklessness)…
The book: the passage
of an infinite
movement, a
movement that 
goes from writing as
operation to writing
as worklessness; a
passage that immedi-
ately impedes…The
book, a ruse by which
writing goes towards
the absence of the
book’ (Taylor 
1986: 384).
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Ferlinghetti’s City
Lights publication of
this anthology of
Artaud’s writings 
in 1965 widened
Artaud’s posthumous
audience in America
and became a popular
source book for many
American artists at
the time.

9. Blanchot emphasizes
this point: ‘Was
Jacques Rivière aware
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publication cease 
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supplemented by 
the account of the 
experience of their
inadequacy.  As if
what they lacked,
their failing, became
plenitude and
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virtue of the overt
expression of that lack
and the exploration of
its necessity’ (Holland
1995: 129).
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That the poems disappear within ‘the account of the experience of their
inadequacy’ (Holland 1995: 129), as Blanchot puts it, is an unusual form of
experience, one well removed from any notion of the ‘unmediated’. As with
‘The Spiral Jetty’ text, at the centre of the attempt at correspondence is an
absent material encounter; a lost economy or even, an economy of refusal
which creates a space that can only operate according to the integrity of its
failure.10 It is not merely the internal or internalizing narratives of The Spiral
Jetty (entropy, failure and running out, which are in a sense most compatible
with Artaud’s thought: its futility and despair) that should be of most interest
(or indeed disinterest) to the reader, but the material of its artifice, in this case,
the peculiar nature of The Spiral Jetty’s non-correspondence. Indeed, in his
letters, Artaud discovers that he is able to write towards the inadequacy of
writing; operating in terms of a series of mistakes and misunderstandings, he
is able to mediate (organize material in terms of) the dubious economy of
mediation: The unrelatedness to the object which characterises all literature
is in my case an unrelatedness to life. (Hirschman 1965: 20) 

Artaud’s sense of the ‘unrelated’ is, so to speak, ‘Snarked’ by Smithson
in his witty (near) non-reference to Artaud in his piece ‘A Cinematic
Atopia’ (1971):

If we put together a film encyclopaedia in limbo, it would be quite ground-

less. Categories would destroy themselves, no law or plan would hold itself

together for very long. There would be no table or contents for the Table of

Contents. The index would slither away into so much cinematic slime. For

example, I could make a film based on the A section of the index in Film
Culture Reader. Each reference would consist of a thirty-minute take. Here is

the list of the takes in alphabetical order: Abstract Expressionism, Agee

James, Alexandrov Grigory, Allen Lewis, Anger Kenneth, Antonioni

Michelangelo, Aristarco Guido, Arnheim Rudolf, Artaud Antonin, Astruc

Alexandre. Only the letter A gives this index its order. Where is the coher-

ence? The logic threatens to wander out of control. 

(Flam 1996: 140)

It seems significant that Smithson decides to correspond with Artaud in
terms of an imaginary index in order to dematerialize any possibility of the
textual organization and control of the mediated. Through the index, textual
mediation is made material in the world as an economy of relations. As
such, both Artaud and Smithson are bound by the necessary paradox of
their materialism: their texts are organized around the absence or dis-
appearance of experience, and yet there remains the unavoidable probabil-
ity that the world may only exist within the artifice of its mediation (this is
something, it should be said in light of Smithson’s allusion to Film Culture,
that Structural film-makers of the period were heavily investigating). As if
‘embodying’ the economic contingency of this paradox, the index is a
textual and economic coordination. Economically, the index signifies a
correspondence between related values. Yet other than the mode in which
it operates, funnily enough, it is distinguished by being somewhat immate-
rial. In ‘expressing some relation’, in ‘showing the relative changes’, in its
‘denotation’, and in its ‘pointing’ the index constitutes a motor-function of
reference and control.
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The indices of the Bellman’s map are useful in this context if one is to
ask: what, in relation to the indexical ploy of Smithson and Artaud, is the
economy that the coordinates of the Bellman’s map coordinate?

‘What’s the good of Mercator’s North Poles and equators,

Tropics, Zones and Meridian Lines?’

So the Bellman would cry: and the crew would reply,

‘They are merely conventional signs!’ 

(Carroll 1939: 14)

The textualization of the world (‘Mercator’s projection’ being the ‘project-
ing of a spherical map of the earth on a flat rectangle so that the parallels
and meridians become straight lines, and the poles become the rectangle’s
top and bottom edges’ [as defined in the O.E.D.]) is ironically thrown into
doubt by a map, by its direct representation. But the lack of correspon-
dence between texts and its all too obviously physical anomaly is bridged,
as the word ‘bought’ (‘he had bought a large map representing the sea’)
might suggest, economically. The value of the absolute blank, or in other
words, the manner in which the crew ‘buy’ the Bellman’s textual discrep-
ancy, is not, however, embodied in the exchange of mediation but in the
status of the non-correspondence (the map) as a hoax or decoy. The
absolute blank is a decoy both in terms of the narrative, veiling the erotic
purposive-ness of the Captain, and in terms of reception and the textual
coordination of experience.

That was charming, no doubt; but they shortly found out

That the Captain they trusted so well

Had only one notion for crossing the ocean,

And that was to tingle his bell. 

(Carroll 1939: 14)

The use of the word tingle (rather than tinkle) suggests a nervous sensitivity
in terms of pursuing some form of direction. The map is the denial of this
physical receptivity; and the deciphering of the text, to make one’s way in the
material world, is endowed with the formality of high economic principle –
the correlation of progress, productivity and being. Unless it is an absolute
blank, unless the material of the text (its exchange-value) is its indefinite
inadequacy, unless its non-correspondence becomes the compass of its oper-
ations, Smithson appears to be suggesting, through this index of referencing
as a textualization of the field, that the material of mediation is the means by
which the very ‘logic’ of its cultural economy might in turn be resisted. 

The paradoxical position of this form of non-correspondence, whether
positive or negative, is indeed productive. On the one hand, mediation is acti-
vated by these strategies as a space of opposition and refusal. On the other,
the act of mediation is characteristic of a wider cultural economy – the matter
(rather than ‘manner’) in which the world is organized. Smithson goes some
way to exploit this paradox by positioning his textual material in opposition
to the experience or ‘materialization’ of his earthworks. It is here that he
locates the cultural production of art. Landscapes, like texts, Smithson
appears to be saying, materialize in the matter of reading. The emphasis on
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reading is crucial. Perhaps this is why Smithson chooses to cite The Narrative
of Arthur Gordon Pym, a text which operates in terms of illegibility and the
indecipherable, as a kind of guidebook for the paradoxical economy of
mediation. Certainly, it underlines the scope of what is meant by representa-
tion and illuminates important connections that draw on the fields of
literature and art as a mode of representational place-making. It also identi-
fies Smithson’s texts as an important bridge between these fields, as they
open up the poetic potential of a textual practice that constructs texts
according to the pervasiveness of mediation and representation inherent
within the actual or direct experience of art and everyday life.
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The Critical in Design (Part One)
Clive Dilnot Parsons The New School for Design

—‘What could be a criticality in design? What could be a form of resistance in
design? Is design a catalyst between art and capital and therefore always subjected
to its role of functioning? Does design need a kind of external experimental space?’

Questions presented to the Ph.D.-Design list-serve in December 2007 under the
title ‘Criticality in Design – The Blind Spot’ by Kaja Gretinger, a design researcher

at Jan Van Eyck Akadmie, Masstricht

Abstract
The paper concerns the critical in design which is examined under three headings:
structurally, as an internal aspect of the processes of designing; economically, in
terms of the internal collusion between (weak) design and the strength, persis-
tence and lure of market forces and private interests; historically, in terms of the
emergence of a situation—the artificial becoming the horizon and medium of our
existence—that now marks our times as one where design takes on new critical
dimensions, above all in relation to securing and creating the conditions that can
support a humane sustainable global futures. 

I: The indispensability of the critical 
‘Criticality’ trips uncomfortably off the tongue, feels instinctively awkward
in use. No surprise then that its use is unfamiliar, and not only in everyday
speech. For design, ever unsure how to treat the critical, the connotations
are in any case difficult: it is one thing to deploy criticism (in an opera-
tional context – to make it useful to designers as in a studio critique), it is
even permissible (just) to be a critic (in a professional sense) – there is,
after all, if in embryo, a field of design criticism. But what are we to make
of the critical when we deploy it as a noun? What does criticality describe?
And what would it be to have the critical not just as an occasional
moment, but as that which defines the very state of being of a practice? 

It was perhaps these uncertainties that prompted, in December 2007,
a rare silence on the Ph.D.-Design list-serve. Kaja Gretinger, a designer,
researcher and writer from the Jan Van Eyck Akadamie sought help in
understanding the potential of the ‘critical’ of design. (The epigraph repro-
duces the essence of her request.) But though pregnant with implication,
for practice as much as for theory, her questions evoked little response.
They were, as Barthes might have put it, the ‘motor of no development’.
Nor did they provoke what many might think long overdue, namely a
debate (or at least a discussion, a symposia) around the role of the critical
in design.1
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In the context of design research as we see it is playing out today (at
least in its more orthodox moments), none of this is very surprising. For a
field that often gives the impression it would like to eschew the critical in
its entirety, the question as Kaja Gretinger posed it: ‘What could be criti-
cality in design?’ is bound to be uncomfortable. Similarly, to ask whether
design must always be ‘subjected to’ the ‘role of [the] functioning of capi-
tal’ is by implication to signal the desire to explore the possibility of other
kinds of practice – other, that is, than those permitted by the market.
‘Form[s] of resistance’ and ‘external experimental space’ (Gretinger, 2007)
are equally difficult; their associations (respectively political and aesthetic)
call up realms that design research more or less eschews. Taken together,
it is clear that these terms and phrases suggest a set of values and practices
that ask of research and practice a response beyond what they can today
comfortably deliver.2

But to note all this only throws into relief both the greater difficulty of
placing the critical in relation to design and the urgency of so doing. The
(still) dominant stance that design should efface itself as critical knowl-
edge, in favour of translating the tasks assigned to it into operational or
instrumental procedures, already eschews, from the beginning, a critical
perspective. The critical is no less difficult for research. The ‘self-oblivious’
instrumentality that still governs the research ethic (and which design
research has largely taken over without question) tends to balk at such
concerns – operational finesse sits uncertainly with critical viewpoints;
certainty is not vouchsafed for in the speculations of critical thought or
practice (which aim, of course, at a different kind of truth).

From neither perspective, operational nor speculative (or …research
nor practice?), then, can the critical easily come into view. True, this is no
more than we expect (nothing lower than the critical expectations of most
practice – or most research). Yet the implications are still an occasion for
concern, and on two grounds. First, because if these terms ask more of
practice or research than either can currently deliver, this must make us
ask some hard questions about the range and robustness of the conceptual
structures of both—why should such terms threaten? Why should the crit-
ical be so difficult for both? Second, if the critical is today outside of the
range of apprehension of much design thinking and practice, this means
not only that the critical is not thought, but that there is, in effect, an acute
blind spot in design, a place where thinking – and to a large degree practice –
cannot enter. 

To some of course this will seem of little import. What matters (it will
be said) if the critical is not thought, provided we are able to grasp the
instrumental or operational core of design? The thought has its attrac-
tions. Yet even minimal reflection tells us that understanding the critical is
not an option or a luxury that can be dispensed with in favour of allegedly
more rigorous pursuits, but is integral to any adequate comprehension of
what design achieves and the processes whereby it does so. Even in its
most evident repression, the critical is always and necessarily present – so
present indeed that its presence is routinely discounted. 

Take for example Herbert Simon’s famous definition of design. Often
evoked as a justification for instrumental action, the ‘devising of courses
of action aimed at changing existing situations into preferred ones’
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2. In this paper I have
used the terms
‘design’ and
‘research’ generically
and in the context of
noting tendencies.
Thus I am not 
referring to specific
designers but to
orientations within
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It goes without
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take diverse forms
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critical responses to
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therefore in the end
no singular design 
or even no singular
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latter is smaller than
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(Simon 1996: 111) is in fact secondary not primary. The process which
ends with the realization of previously unforeseen possibilities cast into a
new configuration, begins from an understanding that it is possible to crit-
ically discern amongst the potentialities existing within a situation those
that can form the basis of a new (preferred) entity. No motivation for set-
ting in train the ‘devising of courses of action aimed at changing existing
situations into preferred ones’ happens without an initial apperception
that what-is is in some manner deficient vis-à-vis what could be. Objects
arise, as Elaine Scarry reminds us, first as ‘objectification[s] of [sentient]
awareness’; moments of ‘perception’ subsequently materialized ‘into a free-
standing design’ (Scarry 1985: 289–90). Perception, not realization,
opens the game; that which is in the gift of the designer is, therefore, in the
first instance, a critical apperception. 

Even its repression cannot negate the qualitative force of the critical.
Just as it is said that the real value of a scientific or philosophical project
lies not in the success of the answer or argument it might offer, but in the
acuity, forcefulness and originality of the critical questions it asks, so, also,
it is out of, or it is from, the initial critical process that so much (most?) of
what is of qualitative, cognitive and ethical significance in design comes
forth. Critical perception seizes, shows, exposes, and announces the truths
of a situation and its potentiality as it sees it. Design, the process of the real-
ization of these perceptions – these truths – into an actualized form (whether
that of an artifact, a situation or a perceptual tool) is the process of trans-
lation of these perceptions into a composite synthetic configuration that is
the realization of these perceived truths (no matter how intuitive their origin)
and the realization of the critical truths of configuration. 

By contrast the denial of critical perception (or the reduction of its role
to a mere nominal or artificial moment) is the replacement of critical per-
ceptual truths by the falsehoods generated by interests that refuse the
opportunity for critical reflection. The denial of critical perception there-
fore institutes the realm of un-truth at the level of things. 

Further proof of the structural necessity of the critical is given by the
fact that even those who would wish it away are nonetheless forced to
invent substitutions. 

The specific rhythms of the fashion seasons, and of annual styling
changes; in general the valorization of avant-gardes, the glorification of
novelty and the new for its own sake, are all procedures invented to induce
a just sufficient discontinuity between what-is and what-could-be to set the
configurative process in motion – whilst allowing design to trick itself that
it can escape the responsibility of critical thinking. But perception – critical
perception in the sense meant here – not only originates a design, but,
crucially, gives it orientation (perception having, in this sense, a directive
quality) and as Jan van Toorn reminds us, even the most ‘dynamic posi-
tion for production does not mean… that we can do without an orienting
principle in relation to social circumstances (van Toorn 1994: 150). 

We can summarize these initial reflections in the following way: if the
critical is necessarily at the core of practice this means that criticality in
some ways names the state of design. This naming is open, not closed: it is
not premature nor is it a forcing. The critical names design as an open
condition. But this also tells us why the critical is a problem for research
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for it is that which cannot be predicted – since the result of the critical
process in relation to a situation cannot be known in advance. 

To refuse this understanding (and its implications) is not just to place
design in something akin to the position of psychology before Freud (we
sense that the unconscious is determinate, although in ways we do not
understand or have not yet modelled) it is also, more seriously, to have to
make a substitution. It is to offer against the density, complexity and the
dimensions of the critical truths (the capacities) that design is capable of
touching upon, a merely ‘ersatz’ version of design, one that is ‘fitted’,
almost exquisitely, to the demands of the market but which is useless for
determining our truth in relation to things and thus useless for compre-
hending the possibilities of design in other than in its instrumental roles. 

II: The economic paralysis of imagination
On one level all of this is self-evident – except that today it is not. That it
needs to be re-articulated – against the grain of how matters are now con-
ceived – speaks to the remarkable effectiveness, at least at the level of common
sense, of the ideologies (practical, theoretical, pedagogical, methodological)
that aver that one need not concern oneself with the critical. The transfor-
mation of a once reflective, critical and pre-figurative practice into the a-
critical affirmation of what-is can be laid (though not entirely) at the door
of the process whereby, since 1945, design has become a branch of the
culture industry, and has thus learned to place the un-critical affirmation
of what-is at the centre of its world (rather than, for example, offering
what modernism initially promised: the anticipation of a realizable future
possibility that was not dependent on a particular economic schema). 

So effective are these ideologies that today design (and the modes of
study of it that reflect its formations back to itself) is now characterized by
so powerful an adherence to what-is that the very possibility of other
modes of design practice (at least at the institutional level) becomes all but
impossible to conceive. This transformation is not without cost. More than
sixty years ago, Adorno and Horkheimer gave a grim assessment of the
trajectory that otherwise critical practices undergo through the metamor-
phoses engineered by blindly pragmatized thought, noting that such prac-
tices ‘suffer what triumphant thought has always suffered. If it willingly
emerges from its critical element to become a mere means at the disposal
of the existing order, then despite itself it tends to convert the positive it
elected to defend into something negative and destructive’ (Adorn and
Horkheimer 1979: xii). In other words, too close a naive affiliation with
the powers (as Jan van Toorn puts it) of ‘money, bureaucracy and the
media’ (van Toorn 1994: 147) cannot but be corrosive in terms of deter-
mining our truth in relation to things: ‘The metamorphoses of criticism
into affirmation do not leave the theoretical content untouched, for its
truth evaporates’ (Adorn and Horkheimer 1979: xii).

For design, these predictions have come home to roost. The evasion,
abandonment and outright refusal to encompass the critical together with
the retreat from the emancipatory goals that were, at least to a degree, a
significant motivation and driving force in European modernism, has
meant that in the absence of any countervailing ideologies or axioms,
design has placed itself more and more at the direct service of private
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interests. The ensuing relation has had benefits for both – at least superfi-
cially. As van Toorn has noted, the ‘coinciding group interests of clients
and the [design] disciplines’ has meant that the ‘practices and notions of
[professional] design have been introduced into society on an ever larger
scale. This has… fostered the acceptance of the images and doctrines of
design,… [and] strengthened the position of design in relation to eco-
nomic, social and political intercourse’ (van Toorn 1994: 150).3

But of course no such (Faustian) bargain comes without a quid pro
quo. As van Toorn again notes (in a critique that has only gained increased
force in the fourteen years since it was first offered), what suffers in this
process is the relation to those whom, ostensibly, design serves, for while
design still wishes to ‘claim responsibility for the interests of users’ and
presents its ‘professional and private concerns as a public interest’, ‘under
the pressure of neo-liberalism and the power relationships of the free market’,
design has been ‘forced to dilute the public wine with a large dose of pri-
vate water’. 

Thus despite the remnant of the ideology of public service that still
accrues to design, in practice we encounter only its almost complete
replacement by the concerns and values of the market. Public interest
today occurs at the margins – or it occurs through and as a conse-
quence of the private. The latter, and not the former, sets the overall
agenda. 

In this process not only is the designer’s individual freedom, purportedly
still existing within a space of its own, infiltrated by the client’s way of think-
ing, but design ends up discovering that, for all its attempted accommoda-
tion with these interests, it has become little more than a handmaiden to
market concerns. Small wonder then (as van Toorn puts it in his most inci-
sive criticism) that even at best design serves today as little more than a
‘theatrical substitute for [missing] essential forms of social communication’ –
whilst at worst, ‘drawing on its roles in the organization of production and in
helping to stimulate consumption’, it is at once hand-in-glove with the
intensifying creation of a fundamentally unsustainable world (a role it is
incapable of acknowledging with any honesty) and part of the ‘extensive dis-
ciplining of the general public’ in the terms of the market – a disciplining
‘whose most far-reaching consequence’ (even beyond the inflation of unsus-
tainable consumption) ‘is…a political neutralization that is at odds with the
functioning of an open and democratic society’. 

What makes all this possible (van Toorn goes on to argue) is a blind-
ness to social and economic realities that ‘cannot any longer be called
accidental.’ 

Despite the enormous dissemination of information, the complex factors of

institutional power, which definitively contribute to production have mostly

been ignored. Nor has contemporary design been related to theoretical

developments in other spheres of cultural production, or to conditions in the

economy and media.

But if ‘individual designers and the discipline as a whole are seldom more
than superficially aware of their role in the staging of the cultural envi-
ronment’ this is not because of inherent qualities or conditions within
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design but because ‘designers… fail to reflect critically upon the condi-
tions in which their action comes about’. Since they ‘lack the necessary
concepts and arguments … they have found themselves incapable of
re-negotiating an attitude which is beneficial to all’ and thus less and less
capable of mediating private interests and public needs. What is missing
in all this is the sense of a ‘critical attitude …by which the use of lan-
guage and the methods of the operational critique [can be deployed] to
see the world in terms of multi-dimensionality and transformation.’
Dispossessed of the insights that a critical perspective – and only this –
can provide, design loses sight of its own work and of the contexts in
which it operates.  

To lose sight of context is also to lose sight of the real ‘spaces and
places’ (and persons) in regard to which design works. But it is also to lose
sight of the real capabilities design deploys or touches upon, for these only
become evident when they are understood and seen in relation to context.
But as perception of the context of design’s work narrows, so does self-
understanding: design becomes blind, both to itself as to its capabilities,
and blind in relation to the work it performs (or should perform) for others.
But blindness is also weakness. If the loss of critical perspective erodes self-
understanding, the disappearance of the idea of design as a mode of tran-
sitive action capable of engaging with the actuality of the world debilitates
how design can take up – i.e., can actively and critically engage with – the
growing commercialization and consolidation of the world. The result is a
growing lack of belief, within the design professions, as to the ‘makeability,
the changeableness of socio-cultural’ and economic conditions. Design, in
other words, ceases to see itself as a transitive and transformative practice
and as a mode of acting with its own ethical and even political demands.
In a word it acquiesces to what the market wishes of it — it becomes (to
repeat), the handmaiden of consumption and cheer-leader for inequality. It
becomes passive where once it was active. 

Attenuated in this way practice (and thought) are thrown exclusively
into the present. Through persuading itself that the future exists beyond
the pale of thought except as the extrusion of what-is, design loses the
capacity to pre-figure or to address meaningfully future possibility. But in
losing the future history is also lost: lost as a past that is still operative in
the present, and lost as movement, for as consciousness closes around the
present, the comprehension of historical transformation vanishes. Exclusive
attention to technological transformation has diverted attention from the
deeper transformations occurring in our situation. These transformations
have acute consequences for design, though they refer less to immediate
transformations in the character of practice (though these too are occur-
ring, and in ways that will accelerate in the coming decades) than to a
shift in the historical significance or meaning (the responsibility) of the act
of designing. Critical comprehension of design possibility requires an
understanding of the depth of the historical changes that are now begin-
ning to become evident. Above all, it requires a comprehension of the radical
transmutation of responsibility that is called for by the corpus of immanent
and emergent crises and possibilities that are before us. It is to these that
we must now turn. 
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III. The transmutation of responsibility
We shall see as we progress that there are a number of developments in
the character of what used to be called late capitalism that are determinates
both for the context of design and its structural position. From the point of
view of criticality or the role of the critical we can best characterize the
implications of these developments in terms of the transmutation of
responsibility, which they entail. We should begin with the most profound
underlying transformation with which we need to be concerned, which is
also the deepest and most abstract, and the one that bears most particu-
larly objectively on design, in that it signals the shift in the structural posi-
tion that design (or at least those capabilities associated with it) will inhabit
in the future. 

This transformation can be easily stated: it concerns the objective rise
of the artificial to the point where it (and not nature) now constitutes the
‘horizon and medium’4 of existence. 

In is not difficult to see immediately some of the consequences of this
shift. The rise of the artificial to the point where it, and not nature, provides
the constitutive horizon of our lives and our world, changes the balance
between the realms of nature (or natural forces), human conduct and
artifice. These objective transformations have subjective implications, not
least in terms of what we might call the ‘answerability’ asked of us. The
transmutation of responsibility can be seen in terms of the call that this
new situation makes on us to become adequate to that which we have made.

The degree of shift involved here (a shift both ideological and practical)
can perhaps be seen best if we consider that across most of recorded history
it has been assumed (at least intellectually) that mankind could sufficiently
comprehend the conditions of human possibility through mentally inhabit-
ing or understanding only the first and second of the three moments listed
above. We have largely assumed – and our universities still largely reflect
this assumption – that ‘nature’ (including here theology or the nature of
the gods, and understood through the apprehension of natural or religious
laws) and conduct (understood across the swathe of human behaviour
as revealed to us, for example, through history and literature, and later
anthropology) between them encompassed the context and character of the
human condition and therefore sufficed to comprehend the essential range
of human possibility. Artifice, the third realm, central to practical life, has
been largely thought irrelevant – except in the form of language, annexed
as a natural aspect of the realm of human conduct. 

Today – which means here ‘for the foreseeable future, and increasingly
so’ – the situation is reversed. We are beginning to perceive that our com-
prehension of who we are and even more of who and what we might be depends
on how we understand the artificial; not only operationally or instrumen-
tally (as the determining condition with which we must contend, and as
that which sets the terms for the systems and environments in relation to
which we negotiate our existence) but ontologically – as that through-
which, or by-which, or in relation to which, we interpret and realize (his-
toricize) our condition (which means realize our being as finite creatures who
are enabled to be so only through our capacities to deploy artifice). To make this
statement reveals the degree of transformation that is now under way.
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What we are discovering (albeit painfully, yet not without moments of
joy – for there is a certain exhilaration in what is now opened to us) is that
it is only through the artificial that we can discern our possibilities – and
that it is the sufficient (or insufficient) character of the artificial (that
which is, after all, our product and which now constitutes the environ-
ment in relation to which both we and nature subsist) which becomes the
seismograph or the true gauge of our existence. To put this another way:
we discover today the ‘measure-taking’ of our existence now passes through
the artificial – as indeed do all of our relations to nature, and as indeed do
all questions of conduct. 

This changes, powerfully, the character of ethics. It means that the
axioms and criteria that might guide an ethics adequate to our time can
only have weight, or find resonance, if they are capable of encompassing
artifice. One consequence of this is that the distinction, once thought
almost absolute, between the realm of (free) ethical conduct and (unfree)
praxis – a distinction that persisted in every attempt to make a differentia-
tion between labour, work and action and to offer hierarchies of conduct
on that basis – dissolves, utterly. 

The question of the sufficient or insufficient character of the artificial
that is now at the heart of ethics transforms the question of conduct. The
break that is involved here is with the premise that conduct relates of
necessity only to actions taken in direct relation to other subjects. The
shift we are speaking of here insists rather that the question of conduct
now takes also (and urgently) the form of the question of doing – with
doing here meaning transitive action in and in relation to the world. The impli-
cation is clear: questions of moral philosophy are today questions of tran-
sitive action. But this also means that there are no acts of transitive action
(i.e., also no acts of design) that are today not also moral acts. Responsibility,
moral responsibility, now passes through transitive action. The question
of the qualitative formation of the artificial is now the key moral question
of our time. But this appears to us not as an ought (the ideal to which we
should aspire) but as immanent to how we act: as the axiom of action or,
better, as its criteria.

The question of the transmutation of responsibility, which of course now
takes in artifice in all its aspects, has implications at a number of levels.

1. For example, the axiom of the qualitative formation of the artificial
(qualitative with respect to the conditions for human and natural life)
reverses the axiom of neutrality vis-à-vis what we used to call material cul-
ture. A-critical praxis has always paradoxically justified itself by implying
that, in the end, the material practices that design helped shape were not
of consequence. That was ever a lie. Technology (and the image) has long
entered consciousness. As Adorno puts it as early as 1943, ‘The new
human type cannot be properly understood without an awareness of what
he is continuously exposed to from the world of things around him, even
in his most secret innervations’ (Adorno 1974: 40).

Who we are as subjects has thus long been determined (and by no
means always for ill) by our relationship to material culture. As that cul-
ture today becomes total (in the quite objective sense of this term) and at
the same time is the direct agent that engenders global and not merely
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local un-sustainability, the illusion of more or less benign (or even empty)
neutrality falls away. Material culture in the total sense of the term is now
that which both sustains and un-sustains us, this grammatical infelicity
being justified only to try to encompass the double and different position
we now inhabit, in which we are required to understand, far more sharply
than we have previously, the way that our frailty (and resilience) as
human beings is both supported (sustained) and undermined (de-futured)
by artifice. 

2. This is partly a consequence of how artifice arrived at this point. If we
attempt to give dates to the onset of the artificial as the horizon of the
world, two will suffice. The first, 1945, marks the coincidence (which is of
course no such thing) of the globalization of technology and the onset of
the capability or potentiality for destruction on a planetary scale. The sec-
ond, 1995, can stand as the retrospective marker of the onset of global
warming – or more pertinently and exactly, the onset of the globally objec-
tive standard by which we can measure the un-sustainability of what is.
Within these fifty years we can mark the germination of the epoch we are
now moving into. Both are by no means only objective developments. As
Adorno already hinted, such developments do not remain external to us.
On the contrary, as Julia Kristeva has noted with some acuity, the poten-
tial for destructiveness that we inherit from the last century is necessarily
formative for our consciousness: 

We, as civilizations, we know not only that we are mortal, ass Paul Valéry

asserted after the war of 1914; we also know that we can inflict death upon

ourselves. Auschwitz and Hiroshima have revealed that the malady of death

as Marguerite Duras might say, informs our most concealed inner recesses.

If military and economic realms, as well as political and social bonds, are

governed by a passion for death, the latter has been revealed to rule even the

once noble kingdom of the spirit. A tremendous crisis has emerged…never

has the power of destructive forces appeared as unquestionable and unavoid-

able as now, within and without society and the individual.

(Kristeva 1989: 221)

The implications of this for our understanding of history—meaning our
history, the history we hope will come—are revealed in some lines by Peter
Eisenman given in an essay in 1984: 

[Today a] new sensibility exists. It was born in the rupture of 1945. This

sensibility was neither predicated in the tenets of modernism nor brought

about by their failure to achieve the utopias of the present. Rather, it

emerged from something unforeseen to modernism, in the fact that not since

the advent of modern science, technology and medicine has a generation

faced, as it does today, the potential extinction of an entire civilization. 

(Eisenman 1984: 65) 

There is always a temptation, on reading these lines, to want to see this final
phrase of as merely messianic – and on that basis to dismiss the insight as
a whole. It should be resisted. Even empirically, if the particular threat that
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is referred to here (nuclear holocaust) appears to have receded since 1989,
it has not disappeared. (One would, for example, be unlikely to secure
high odds for a wager that there will not be a nuclear exchange in the
next decades.) Meanwhile, the ramifications of 9/11; the omnipresence of
terrorist threat (now internalized into political consciousness and on that
basis made necessary for all concerned); the visible decline of governments
as effective organizing forces (and not only in the third world) and the
wider social, economic and ultimately demographic or democidal (and
even genocidal) implications of the undeniable slippage towards ecological
disaster, can all be seen as the symptoms of an unprecedented underlying
crisis. The delay in the possibility of our extinction does not necessarily
therefore refute the depth of Eisenman’s insight. 

But the deeper issue Eisenman is pushing towards here is the argument
that 1945 marks the beginning of an epoch characterized by a wholly
new historical condition. 

Previously, the present was seen as a moment between the past and the

future. Now the present contains two unrelated poles: a memory of this pre-

vious and progressive time and an immanence, the presence of an end – the

end of the future – a new kind of time. 

(Eisenman 1984: 65) 

In this view 1945 marks the second of the breaks or discontinuities that
separate us (and definitively so) from all preceding societies. 

The first of these was with the continuity of the past, a break that is the
very mark of becoming modern, which commences between 1500 and
1700 and is made irreversible with the assured victory of industrialization
after 1820 (no retreat to the sylvan woodlands) and which finds one of
its most poignant cultural expressions in Barthes’ lamentation: ‘is not to
be modern to know clearly what cannot be started over again?’ (Barthes
1977: 13). 

By contrast, the second great discontinuity of the modern period, the
rupture of 1945, is not with the past but with the future. From this
moment, Eisenman is saying, the future is no longer assured, is no longer
for us a certainty. We exist in a present that lacks a guarantee that it will
have a future. This is a shattering development. If the previous ‘shocks’ to
the human psyche have been in terms of breaking with human disconti-
nuity and exceptionalism vis-à-vis existence (Copernicus), nature (Darwin)
and un-reason (Freud), this break establishes a fundamental shattering
of the assumption that, of all things, the future will be there. While this
possibility has faced both individuals and communities – is it not one of
the greatest poignancies and crimes of the Holocaust that any and all
futures were to be denied to the European Jews? – it has not, ever, faced
human beings as a whole. We, as an entirety as it were, as a global pop-
ulation persist and indeed numerically flourish—it would appear
unstoppably so. 

Yet over the last fifty years we have only very narrowly, and still with no
absolute certainty, escaped the effective destruction of a very great deal of
human life. Emerging ecological crises, and the social, political and eco-
nomic crises they will spawn, have less definitive outcomes. It is worth
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remembering, however, that as crises of artifice, not to say technology, these
fall under the tendency of social crises since the mid-nineteenth century
that, once they have erupted, above all into warfare, have been infinitely
more deadly than even the most imaginative thought. No one conceived, or
could have conceived, that the US Civil War of the 1860s would eventually
consume 620,000 lives, or 2 per cent of the then US population (equivalent
to six million deaths today); or that WWI would take the lives of ten to fifteen
million, and would be a catastrophe that set in motion revolutions, and
political developments that, over the next sixty years, would consume some-
where between 100 and 150 million lives, including around fifty-five million
dead in WWII alone. 

It would be foolish, then, to underestimate once again the capacity for
systemic failure to induce conflict and crises beyond the capacity of our
current political systems to manage. The possibility of nuclear destruction
is the objective reminder that this remains on the table. Eisenman’s warn-
ing of a historical break with the assuredness of the future therefore needs
to be taken seriously—if only because by so doing we might gain an ade-
quate perspective on the present. 

3. Eisenman’s proposition changes, completely, the ‘work’ we need to do
in culture. In modernity, culture celebrated the sundered continuity with
the past. Insisting that all naive attempts at continuity were false, it pro-
jected itself into the assurance of a future to come. Such assurance was the
well-spring of confidence in ‘heroic’ modernism. (It was also, taken
naively, the source of its downfall.) We, who are modern in a different way,
know that this particular project cannot be started over again. If the depth
of our crisis is such that even the future cannot be assured to us – and
hence history in the projective sense, as a given, as an axiom of existence,
individually and collectively can no longer be assumed – our negotiation is
not therefore with a sundered past and an assured future, rather it takes
place in order to bring the future into being.

Charged with a new sense of the fugitive and precarious – but also rev-
elatory – character of immanent existence, history and the future are no
longer for us the abstract givens of our existence, that to which we can
automatically refer and therefore have scant need to bring to conscious-
ness as such. Indeed, in a sense, there is no longer history (or the future)
or rather, and better, we are in the unprecedented position of seeking to
create the conditions in which there can (again) be history in the sense of
a continuing progression into a future that is not destructive. This last
sentence exaggerates, but not by much. The truth that the otherwise
empty slogan ‘the end of history’ catches (against its own ideological
thrust) is that in the absence of an assured future the most fundamental
assumption, that of continuity beyond the present, falls away, and with it,
therefore, go (or seem to go) the axioms that secure history even in its
minimally progressive sense. 

4. This then gives us our task – that if neither past nor future are any
longer continuous with our present, if these connections cannot be
assumed, then the relation to both, and especially to the future, has to be
(re-)negotiated. The work of culture becomes that of building the possibilities
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for history – meaning for a future. This is not the historical ambition of
building-the-future in a modernist sense (whether Fordist, Stakhonovite or
Fascist), but the cultural project of seeking to create the conditions for a
future. Today, culture (which of course includes design—and which, or us,
replaces history) is today an attempt to make the future possible; i.e., the
role of culture is create the conditions to make (a humane and sustain-
able) future possible. 

Two requirements (at the minimum) now come to the fore. The first
is that the objective potential of extinction sets in motion the need to artic-
ulate and deal with the difficulties (and creative possibilities) opened by
the tension between the memory of historical progression and the new
condition of finite immanence (of making the future possible) into which
we are thrown. The exploration of the impossible dialectic between the
memory of (historical) continuity and the exploration of a sense of
immanence is the very opposite of merely living within capitalism’s end-
less afternoon of the now. It is perhaps one of the major ways of snap-
ping the cycle of denial that marks our political and cultural moment.
Second, the affirmative shadow of what Eisenman discusses as the poten-
tiality for catastrophe, is the break from history into culture – by which I
mean culture as praxis, as proposition and as transformation. What
matters, today, is not expressing the objective movement of history – for
there is none. What matters instead is proposing a grammar for the
forms that (democratic) life can take. Democratic, here, does not mean
only in the liberal sense in which we now take it, it stands also for the
idea of exploring (under the double axioms of the same or equality and
the realization of justice) the possibilities of a humane transition to a
(truly) humane modern world-system. 

5. Simply naming these tasks already suggests the degree of change that
has taken place in our sense of history and therefore in our conception of
both artifice and culture. Design – which as we know owes its identity and
possibility to both (and which stands as an agent of negotiation and medi-
ation between them) – changes consequentially. If we are to look back on
what this paper has opened so far we would say that it has revealed (and
therefore opened) three levels of the critical: the structural (the critical as a
condition of design, even when almost violently repressed as such); the
economic (where the lack of a critical perspective induces blindness –
‘Wealth Makes Blind’ as the title of one of Otto Kunzli’s marvellous pieces
of jewellery has it); and the historical (which we now discover is the cul-
tural and the requirement that we seek to establish the conditions for (a
humane) future to be possible).

Does this exhaust the dimensions of the critical? Not at all. The trans-
formed historical position of design in relation to artifice and the crisis of
the future, when thought of also in relation to design’s possibility or its
potentiality (including, most evidently, that of which we are not yet
aware), calls forth something of a new object for design – using this
word now in its sense of goal or ambition – except that what is called for
here is not an external ought, not a commandment (even less is it a
rule), but something more like a series of axioms or criteria; a net shall
we say (if metaphorically) within which one might catch the critical and
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design in new ways. In part two of this paper I would like to take up the
‘principal propositions’ (Barthes 1977: 156) around which we can
gather criticality today. 
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Designing for Micro-utopias; thinking beyond the possible,
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Reviewed by Martin Woolley – Central Saint Martins School of Art and Design

Design for Micro-utopias – Making the Unthinkable Possible
The strap line ‘making the unthinkable possible’ provides a clue to the
value of John Wood’s latest contribution to the debate on how a new
thinking, aligned with reconsidered values, might deal effectively with
emerging and potentially overwhelming planetary challenges, to provide a
sustainable future. Design for Micro-utopias extends his previous case for ‘a
licence to dream’ in order to develop and inhabit ‘attainable utopias’. In
this book he sets out a pressing agenda to deal with rapidly deepening
problems such as environmental sustainability, the cultural challenges of
globalization and basic social order. To accomplish ‘making the unthink-
able possible’, to achieve an appropriate ‘design’ for micro-utopias, the
book is an odyssey: firstly engaging in a diagnostic process in which Wood
identifies and critiques the major dysfunctionalities of our contemporary
world, which are seen as rooted in our lack of purposeful imagination cou-
pled with an inability to comprehend and deal with comparatively obvious
threats. His chief criticism is reserved for the intransigent and monolithic
nature of our economic and political systems with their singular inability
to adapt to essential change even when the system is ‘going critical’, as
now. Wood identifies designers as the professionals most likely to realize
their dreams and thereby work with the rest of the world in creating
discreet, connective solutions or ‘micro-utopias’. He deploys the term
‘metadesign’ widely as a conceptual framework aimed at defining and cre-
ating social, economic and technical infrastructures in which new forms
of collaborative, consensual design might take place. Clearly placing his
thinking within this context, he sets the scene for design in its broadest
sense as creative thinking for workable outcomes, thus becoming the most
significant tool in the analysis and quest for meaningful global solutions.
Wood also refers repeatedly to Buckminster Fuller’s ‘synergy of synergies’
which originally sought to explain how the biosphere and universe holds
itself together, but is used here in a more specific human-centred sense, to
explore how we might engender more coherent social and political sys-
tems, by creating a flexible, decentralized filler rather than a brittle glue. 

Wood neatly traces the history of our current cult of individualism,
suggesting that it has led to a life-threatening pattern of over-consumption
produced by market drivers which turn considerate citizens into spoilt
consumers. In the chapter on ‘the rise of solipsism’ (a belief in self as the
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only reality) he identifies the societal symptoms and causes of this trans-
formation, drawing on historical alternatives to make the case for future
revision. A genuine polymath in a world that increasingly demands encap-
sulated specialism, Wood does not offer either a quick or narrow fix, rather
he identifies a range of novel viewpoints and societal tools that will enable
us to model a long term vision and then to colonize it. 

His response to the sheer scale of the problems confronting us is not to
develop an equally large-scale counter-orthodoxy and run the risk of cre-
ating yet another left or right-wing mass ideology, devoid of human ideals.
Instead, he starts at the grass roots level to develop methods of increasing
social cohesiveness, proposing synergies which are sufficient to redraw
or rethink aspirations and recalibrate expectations to match our finite
global resources. This book is a manual, concerned with how to redesign
and rework consensually at an appropriate scale, rather than a tract on
what to design. Throughout the book Wood maintains a fine balance
between realistic options and a potentially depressing appraisal of the difficul-
ties that we all currently are faced with, difficulties that should concern us
all and to which we all contribute, from which he identifies an achievable
set of objectives underpinned by a humanity-centred personal philosophy.
His obvious enthusiasm for ideas and debate is tempered by a scholarly
objectivity which underlines the notion of serious play that pervades both
the content and style of the book. Clearly the writing style of a book, which
addresses and simplifies the ultimate complexities of global challenges, is
crucial in determining the breadth of its readership. Happily the writing
has a deceptively accessible style, which is almost conversational, whilst
delivering a powerful and informed discourse. The text is authoritative and
peppered with illuminating references which can switch from scholarly
quotations to popular culture references in a sentence. 

In terms of the thinking processes and work of designers, the book
argues that they should be inclusive and more conscious of, and adept at,
dealing with change. They should also move on from a focus on individual
objects and images to a looser involvement with the continuous ‘flow’ of
whole systems. Lest this is asking too much of our currently designated
professional designers, Wood argues that we might all become scientists,
artists and designers. 

The most important practical section of the book is the chapter devoted
to synergy, which at first glance sounds suspiciously like archaic manage-
ment speak. However, Wood is a world away from ephemeral jargon,
focusing instead on synergy as an elementary principle of both the natural
and man-made world. His definition is broad, embracing synergy both as a
form of productive interdependency and intelligent sharing; potentially
replacing the demanding one-way, resource-hungry production and mar-
keting systems we currently live with. The role of the designer is viewed as
critical in developing and refining individual synergies and ultimately
making synergies work, one with another, resulting in his ultimate dream
of a human-made ‘synergy of synergies’, thus ‘making the unthinkable
possible’. The author explores widely for evidence for this and examples of
workable practice. For example, he describes a novel holistic medical
model in terms of a complex, synergistic system in which illness is treated
through understanding and rebalancing variables. He also identifies the
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advantages of the geometric positioning of the players within a synergistic
relationship, propounding the tetrahedron as an optimum model for four
players and as a metaphor for neighbourliness and cooperation. The
chapter ends by extending this analytical geometry to a definitive eco-
housing scheme to reveal the complex determinants of the scheme and
their inter-relationships. 

Finally the author argues that designers should inhabit a practice
world of continuous flow rather than focusing on a succession of individual
design works. Through this approach design will become more holistic
and in tune with the natural order, avoiding the sudden twists and turns
that contribute to a self-destructive consumerism. Wood’s use of analogy is
instructive, in particular when he cites the movement of pedestrians and
vehicles in relation to ideas about perception and positioning. It provides
fresh insights into how we may observe and synchronize our behaviour
with the processes and forces that surround us, rather than working
against them. Ultimately the book points towards a focus on usage rather
than ownership and posits a move away from the cult of the individual to
re-embrace the collective, avoiding the totalitarian. By employing the
widest possible definition of design, the book effectively seeks to redesign
the words, ideas, systems and processes that shape our ailing world. Design
for Micro-utopias sets out a skilful series of arguments that defy the current
vogue for ‘intelligent design’ in favour of a more plausible and useful
‘design intelligence’ that operates via local networks to take into account
everyone’s point of view. 

The book will appeal to anyone who wishes to make new sense of the
world as a precursor to considered action, and who accepts that practice
and theory are indistinguishable. The writing is a measured antidote to
self-induced nihilism in the face of seemingly intractable global problems.
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Metadesign Workshop
29 February and 1 March 2008, Pines Calyx 
Reviewed by Julia Lockheart – Goldsmiths, University of London

This two-day workshop was held at Pines Calyx, a wonderfully idyllic, self-
contained, carbon-negative venue in Dover, Kent. It was part of a three
year government funded (Arts and Humanities Research Council or
AHRC) research project – ‘Synergy in Metadesign’ – that aims to find new
design methodologies that work better than the discourse of sustainability.
The workshop was convened in order to test, and evaluate, some of the
project’s current approaches and tools.

For the purposes of the project, metadesign is tentatively defined as ‘a
comprehensive and inclusive design process that also designs itself ’ (from
the m21 conference literature: http://www.attainable-utopias.org/tiki/
tiki-index.php?page=Pines-Calyx-Letter). As such it ‘transcends the limita-
tions of existing design specialism by working at a higher, systemic
level’ (as before). Sidestepping the immediate economic context, the work-
shop sought to ‘think more deeply about lifestyle than would normally be
possible in a commercial context’ (as before). This form of [meta]design
was defined to include ‘the politics, ecology, economics, as well as the
social, and emotional levels, etc.’ (as before). With this in mind the
research team attempted to use this context ‘to go beyond current notions
of ‘sustainability’, and to achieve the more positive idea of a synergy-of-
synergies’ (Fuller 1975). This also relates to what John Dewey (1939), and
John Chris Jones (1998), have called ‘creative democracy’. 

In the two-day experiment, two teams of five designers from corre-
sponding specialist backgrounds were carefully selected to test half a
dozen tools. Many of these tools were team-building processes that enabled
different design specialists to develop creative working relationships within
a very short time. Most of the tools emphasized positive engagement at the
somatic level, rather than focusing merely upon the intellectual level. In
one experiment, the designers were invited to draw, and to write their
ideas down on paper, using methods of collective storytelling. Other meth-
ods focused on the collective management of metaphors, whether manifest
as writing or pictures. 

Six specialist advisors were also present, representing complementary
disciplines outside design. Their role was to act as consultants to the
designers by helping them to answer a brief that added economic criteria
to the more familiar design issues. Nine members of the research team
were on hand to observe, and to act as hosts and facilitators. 

Encouraging regular designers to incorporate economic factors in their
thinking proved to be great fun. Both teams came up with very different
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ideas of currency, and what it might entail. Where one of the teams used
processes of play to develop new artefacts that would offer new opportuni-
ties for social growth, the other one tended to work towards a more
abstract framework of community relations. The complex programme of
events was documented (using two note takers, four video cameras and
nine microphones) for subsequent analysis by the research team. In effect,
the event was a participatory laboratory for testing collaborative tools, rather
than a normal workshop.

In my role as a note taker for one of the teams, I became aware that a
key emergent theme was that of growth. Even though the designers were
asked to incorporate economic criteria within their work, they chose to
interpret the idea of currencies in terms of seeds and gardens, tilling and
planting. Soon, the overall patterns of the ecosystem were playfully inte-
grated with the currency issue. Over the two days, this metaphor recurred
many times in discussions with the special advisors, and researchers. 

It was no real surprise to discover that (these) designers communicate
in a language that is rich in metaphor. From my perspective, they co-
created a strongly visual language that invoked vivid imagery and allowed
for a flexible, and comprehensive approach to the brief. The symbols that
emerged from conversations and associations helped the work to situate
itself on many levels. These were readily translated into illustrations by
those who were more eloquent in image making. 

I noticed that, when discussing complex issues and communicating
within small teams, (these) designers loved to tell stories. These were used
wittily, but also sparingly, as a way to impart relevant information that
might lead to useful outcomes. This level of parable also opened up vistas
of visual landscapes that offered an ambiguous space of collective reflec-
tion. It seemed to me that body language was sometimes used as an
unspoken way to manage individual roles, and to regulate group cohesion. 

The final event of the second day was a presentation of ideas by the two
teams, who had previously been working independently. With the consul-
tant specialists as ‘judging panel’, it proved to be a culmination of the
‘show-and-tell’ variety, that brought the outcome back to the more famil-
iar world of the commercial studio (or design-school classroom).  One
aspect was certainly successful: the swiftness and depth of personal bond-
ing over the two days. This was such that quite a number of the teams’
members complained of withdrawal symptoms. This was a most intense
experience of design research in action.
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